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ERE you ever on strike?

Sure, you've been—or

else you’ve never been a

wmkingman, or woman.

Very well! It’s you I am

talking to.

Now, have you ever

been clubbed by a

Have you ever had these brutal

  

Cossack?

servants of capitalism ride into you and

your fellow workers on strike, like so many

sheep, and club right and left and shoot

without reserve?

Perhaps the Cossacks have not been es

tablished in your state yet? Then you’ve

had similar dealings with the militia, the

local “cops” or the deputies of the firm

you were striking against. They’re all

about the same thing. They are part of

The

Cossacks

Club

By

Lours Ducmzz

the capitalist machine to keep you and your

class—my class—in submission—in slavery.

Well, I’ve had them club me when I was

on strike! I’ve seen “the man on horse‘

back” come “over the hill.” And I’ve seen

the bloody trail he left behind. I’ve seen

it at McKees Rocks, at Butler, at New

Castle and elsewhere in Pennsylvania.

But that won’t do you any good, will it?

Personally, I’m tired thinking and talking

about the brutalities of the capitalist system.

I know thousands of other wage-slaves that

are. What we want to know is the way

out.

And since the Cossack, the militiaman,

the “cop” and the “iron police” deputy are

an important item in our struggles, let us

deal with them here. I will point out

clearly, and definitely, what I believe to be
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194 THE COSSACK’S CLUB

the best method to handle these fellows

who are so quick to club and shoot in

defense of the property of those who ex

ploit us so mercilessly.

Distribute Socialist literature among them

and tell them that they ought not club and

shoot down members of their class? No!

You might do that, though, too —— it

wouldn’t hurt. Elect men to oflice who

would do their best to keep the Cossacks

and militia and deputies away from the

scene of the strike? That may be done.

If it will work to the advantage of the

workers, it should be tried.

But I have another method in mind, how

ever, which I think, would be more effec

tive.

Listen. To begin with, the reason whv

the Cossack, the militiaman or the thug

is sent in where a strike is in progress, is

because the workers have furnished the

opening. I mean by that that they are

there to protect scabs. The same is true

with the injunction. As Austin Lewis says,

“the injunction is effective only for the pro

tection of scabs.”

In a nut shell, then, in order to solve

the problem of the Cossack, the militiaman

and the thug, and all of the violence and

brutalities that go with them, we must first

solve the scab problem. That is, we must

keep the scab ofi the job, and, finally, get

rid of him entirely.

That seems like a hard problem at first

thought. But it isn’t so hard—in com

parison to the whole working class prob

lem. For its solution we must first turn

to the labor union and think a little along

that line.

Comrade Lewis again says in his article

on the injunction in the September issue

of the Review: “It is the business of the

labor organization to reduce the number of

scabs, to eliminate the scab, in fact. In so

far as this is not done, to that extent the

labor organization does not effect its pur

pose. The first problem is obviously to get

rid of the scab and that is essentially a

labor union problem.”

To do this the essential thing is CLASS

SOLIDARITY, followed by the complete

economic organization of la'bor’s forces.

We have had so many examples of the

desire for CLASS SOLIDARITY on the

part of the rank and file of the workers

during the last year in this country, and

examples ofthe marvelously growing spirit

of revolt, that it is unnecessary for me to

emphasize their willingness along that line.

What I want to do is to outline the con~

structive program which WILL probably

be followed in solving, not only the Cossack

problem, but the big problem of labor in

general.

Here it is. Since the insecurity of the

worker’s employment is the secret of the

capitalist’s power over the working class,

the “immediate demand” is to remedy this

“insecurity.” And here POWlER is neces

sary. Higher wages won’t do it, neither

will better working-conditions in general.

Though we must and will demand those

and fight hard for them.

The first and most important demand l:

the shorter work day. Continue this pro- ‘

cess until there is no competition amon'

the workers for jobs. Then there’ll be no

scabs. After the hours of labor have been

so reduced that everybody that wants a job

may have it, then demand, according to

the power to compel, higher wages until

the boss is left out in the cold, so far as

profits are concerned.

The Cossack, the militiaman and the thug

would not take chances of getting their

heads knocked ofit for a mere living, when

they ma enter the industrial army and get

the pr uct of their labor, at other jobs.

Some day—and it is not as far away as

some of us think—just such a program as

I have simply touched upon, will be put

forth by the entire working class with vigor

and power. Whether the constructive pro

gram will be carried out step by step, I am

unable to say. I don't think it will, how

ever. I think that economic pressure and

capitalist oppression will stimulate the So

cial Revolution sooner than that.

At any rate, the outcome will be Indus

trial Democracy. As comrade Austin Lewis

says: “Organization. effective labor organ

ization on the industrial field, is the great

need of the hour.” In the midst of the

turmoil and temporary chaos, which the

Social Revolution will bring, the workers

will look to the labor unions as the centers

of social cohesion.

Let us get ready for the GREAT

CHANGE.



Whom Do You Work For ?

By

R. U. WISE

/ ' HOM are you working for,

'i Mr. Workingman? Whom

are you working for? Did

you say you are working

for SWIFT, or Jim Hill,

or for Mr. Armour? Well

why in the world do you work FOR

THEM? You are a mighty fine philan

thropist; are you not? WORKING FOR

OTHER people. Why don‘t you let

  

them work for THEMSELVES? What

is the use in being so generous!

Poor Jim Hill and poor Andrew

Carnegie! You say you are working for

THEM. I suppose you have so many

clothes and so many houses and automo

biles and other good things of this world

that you want to help the poor Rocke

fellers out.

Several years ago I worked for SWIFT

and ARMOUR and I worked for the same

reason you do—not because I was sorry

for them or because I had an overabund

ance of good things myself, but because I

had to work in order to LIVE.

But I did not like it any more than you

like it. Every time anybody would ask,

“Whom do YOU work for?" it made me

feel like quitting right then and there. It

is so foolish to do hard work for OTHER

PEOPLE.

What we want is a chance to‘WORK

FOR OURSELVES. We want to stop

making profits for those who do not work.

We want to stop making PROFITS. We

want to enjoy the value of our products

OURSELVES.

The thing that makes some men

MASTERS and other men and women

WAGE SLAVES is OWNERSHIP.

Those who own the mines, mills, factories,

and railroads OWN YOUR JOBS and

mine. And the man who owns the job is

master of our lives. We can never be free

while men OWN OUR JOBS.

Socialism proposes that the men who

work IN the factories and mines and upon

the railroads, shall OWN them and own

their own jobs. Socialism proposes to

eliminate the IDLE owner—the rich

profit-takers. It means that the worker,

instead of the boss, shall enjoy the fruits

of the worker’s toil.

There are so many issues discussed in

the newspapers by Roosevelt and by

Taft, by the Insurgents and the Stalwarts

and many other people, that it is hard to

see just what all the excitement in politics

is about.

This is not an important matter to

wage-workers like you and me. We know

that all these people propose to have US

CONTINUE TO WORK FOR OTHER

PEOPLE. SOCIA'LISM intends to give

the workers a chance to WORK FOR

THEMSELVES.

We socialists make mistakes, of course,

but don’t forget that what we WANT is

the abolition of the wage-system and the

product of his labor for the workingman.

If you are tired of working FOR OTHER

FOLKS, STUDY SOCIALISM, and help

us to make this a world of, by and FOR

the working class!
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Factories Abolish Caste in India

BY

OMAR VAYU

r 1%] HE CA'STE SYSTEM, ac

cording to H. A. Talcher

kar, secretary of the In

dian Workman's Associa

tion, who recently visited

Chicago is the greatest

obstacle toward organiz

ing the natives in India.

This has long been the cry from the East.

But gradually modern methods of pro

duction are shattering old religious and

  

     

Hindu with Caste-mark of Cow-dung

race prejudices. It is impossible for In

dian workmen who toil in a factory, rub

bing elbows and handling the same pro—

ducts and using the same machines, to

maintain caste distinctions. They must

either refuse to work and face the alter—

native of starvation, or cast aside old

ideas and beliefs.

Harry A. Franck, in his new book, A

Vagabond Journey Around the World,

gives an interesting recital of his advent

ures among the caste-bound natives of

India. He says, -

“There is no sadder, more forlorn, more

hopeleSs of human creatures than this man

of the masses in India. His clothing in

childhood consists of a string around his

belly and a charm box on his left arm.

Grown to man's estate, he adds to this a

narrow strip of cotton, tied to the string

behind and hanging over it in front. But

regularly, each morning, he draws forth a

preparation of coloring matter and cow

dung-~for the cow is a sacred animal—and

daubs on his forehead the sign of his caste,

but the strip of cotton he renews only when

direst necessity demands.

* * * *

“There are caste rules, too, of which I

was supremely ignorant when I dropped

behindlmy companions and aroused a shop

keeper asleep among his pots and pans.

For months I had been accustomed, in my

linguistic ignorance, to pick out my own

food; but no sooner had I laid hand on a

sweetmeat than the merchant shot into the

air with an agonized scream that brought

my fellow-countrymen running back upon

me.

“What’s the nigger bawling about, Mar

ten ?" demanded Haywood.

“O, ‘Franck’s gone and pollute-d his pan

of sweets.” , ,

l‘Jti
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Manure Dryers—Bombay . r . i .

“But I only touched the one I picked

up," I protested, “and I’m going to eat

that.”

"These fool niggers won't see it that

way", replied Marten; “if you put a finger

on one piece, the whole dish is polluted.

He's sending for a low-caste man now

to carry the panful away and dump it.

Nobody'll buy anything while it stays here.”

“The keeper refused angrily to enter into

negotiations after this disaster and we

moved on to the next booth. Under the

tutelage of Marten, I stood afar OE and

pointh a respectful finger from one dish

to another. The proprietor, obeying my

orlcrs of one anna of that, dis pice of this

—filled several canoe—shaped sacks made

of leaves sewn together with thread-like

weeds, and, motionmg to me to stand aloof,

dropped the bundles into my hands, tak—

ing care to let go of each before it had

touched my palm.

“Go where we would the cry of pollution

preceded us. The vendor of green co

coanuts entreated us to carry away the

shells when we had drunk the milk; pas

sing natives sprang aside in terror when

we tossed a banana skin on the ground.

The seller of water melons would have

been compelled to sacrifice his entire stock

if one seed of the slice in our hands had

fallen on the extreme edge of the banana

leaf that covered his stand.

“As we turned a corner in the crowded

market place, Haywood, who was smok

ing, accidently spat upon the flowing

gown of a turbaned passer-by.

“Oh! sahib!” screamed the native in ex

cellent English, “see what you have done!

You have made me lose caste. For weeks

I may not go among my friends or see

my family. I must stop my business, and

wear rags, and sit in the street, and pour

ashes on my head, and go often to the

temple to purify myself.”

i * i i

As new factories and mills are going up

in India the owners are finding it extremely

awkward to induce the natives to give up

their old ideals and beliefs and work side

by side. But Capitalism knows no color,

no race, no sex nor creed. Gradually it

levels all men and women. Surely this

is one of the blessings of Capitalism. With
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out Industry utl'ering a living to the na

tives of India, and the economic need of

the men and women forcing them to work

in heterogeneous and crowded groups, the

labor organizer and the socialist would have

a hard time.

At present the railway trains are doing

more than any other power to level caste

in India.

When the railroads were first built the

natives demanded that special cars be

furnished for certain castes. The Hin

doos and Mohammedans would not sit

down together, and the Bralnpins insisted

upon flocking. by themselves. After a time

they discovered that they could not secure

special trains and it was tacitly decided

to forget about caste while upon the rail

road trains.

Unfortunately, (it is said) the railroads

in India do not differ greatly from the

To-day industrial

Vol. I.

 

supremacy

mercial supremacy, in the period of manufacture

properly so-called, it is, on the other hand, the

commercial supremacy that gives industrial pre

dominance. Hence the preponderant role that the

colonial system plays. It was the “strange God”

who perched himself on the altar check by jowl

with the old Gods of Europe, and one fine day

with a shove and a kick, chucked them all of a

heap. It proclaimed surplus-value making as the

sole end and aim of humanity. Marx‘ Capital,

railroads in other lands..aml run as few

trains as possible, so that the men and

women of all castes are jammed together

like sardines in a box.

And the turbaned natives moan and wail,

while the priests in the temples add con

siderably to the Home exchequer by sel

ling little charms to enable the elect to

avoid pollution. It is the socialist \vho

laughs.

Folr class solidarity cannot grow and

flourish in a caste-ridden land. But the

modern system of production has arisen

and we have no fear that capitalists in In

dia will allow the religious beliefs or hob

bies of their factory and mill operatives

to interfere with profit-making any more

than they do anywhere else. The hope

of workingmen and women of the world

lies in a united and class-conscious pro

letariat.

implies com
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Francisco Ferrer In Memoriam

By

ARIS'I‘IDI'J PRATELLE

N OUR era of mercantilism

and indifference, amidst

that civilization of ours,

in which, too often, our

idealist aspirations are sec

ond to more vulgar con

siderations, a man has ap—

peared and passed away

who, through a most fortunate concourse

of circumstances, has been enabled to live

the most sublime dream to which a human

being may give shape.

I have known Francisco Ferrer but in

sufiiciently, alas! to produce new informa

tion of interest on his life. Yet‘ in the

same way as all those who knew him and

had the happiness to contribute to his edu

cational work, I am convinced that, more

fully than ever one of his generation,

Ferrer put in practice a precept given one

  
day by Elisee Reclus to some lads who had

asked him the right way to live. With his

happy, juvenile ardor, which never aban—

doned him, the world-famous geograph and

sociologist answered them that we should

sacrifice everything to liVe our ideal; our

money, our time, our situation and our life.

In the same way, in one of these admirable

epistles which the Martyr of Freethought

wrote previously to the fatal dawn, he avows

to an English friend that he knows no bet

ter purpose in life in which one can lay out

one’s money than in publishing books and

that there is no pleasure in life greater than

to provide for others the means of develop

ing their intelligence. Indeed, is not this the

right way to live and be happy?

The tragic death of our noble friend has

  

"Francisco Ferrer Ass'n. 24| Fifth Ave. N. Y.
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Aristide Pratelle

been a defeat for the gallant-minded men

who started to defend him. Nevertheless,

it has had two prodigious and unexpected

results. First, it has united all the men of

spirit in an unanimous and universal chorus

of indignant protest. Above all. it has shOWn

to all humanity one oi these life-long hero

isms, so difficult to attain, and in conse

quence so scarce. If, in conformity with

the wishes of him who is no more, we

should carefully beware of our tendency to

place some famous dead men among the

idols, yet, we must recognize that his su

premely pure, fine and full life will for ever

remain among the highest examples which

the rising generations may care to follow.

That other famous dead friend, Elisee

Reclus, dear to Our hearts among the dear

est ones, was most careful to advise those

who felt themselves wealthy in strengths or

talents, knowledge or intelligence, not to be

foolishly prodigal of their riches. There

is such a quantity of good work to be done

in this brief life of ours. There are so

many doings of interest, so many grand

undertakings which claim the contribu

tion of our brains and our hearts. Never

missing any opportunity to model his life

on the life of the Apostle whose writings

he published in Spain, Francisco Ferrer

had, from the start, the secret intuition of

valor and of his force. Knowing admir

ably the condition of the people among

which he had lived, and with which he felt

himself connected, he realized all the bene

fit that the cause of a true rational educa

tion, firstly in that dull land of Spain, ruled

and sucked to the marrow by mad kings and

monks, and afterwards in the whole of the

Universe, could realize from his con

scious activity. Instead of leading an idle.

confortable life which his fortune allowed

him to lead, he strongly felt it his duty, in

his turn, to enlighten his human brothers,

to guide their reason, to give them con

fidence, to raise up their hearts above the

petty ambitions and their life above the easy,

cheap, vulgar pleasures. He died a hero for

that noble cause he advocated during his

life. His glorious end is, after all, the

apotheosis of a most worthy existence dur~

ing which the friend who is no longer

never lost an opportunity to show the good

example.

And what a most gratifying, splendid,

spontaneous apotheosis could be hoped for

him! The very day when the foul crime

was perpetrated, the day when the daring

challenge to that civilization of the twen

tieth century was flung by the coalition of

the sword, the throne and the altar, the

people, awakening at last, raised up in

their anger, and spat upon the faces of the

tormentors their hatre" of the tyrannyand

their horror of the abominable deed. For

several days, all the frontiers disappeared,

all the nations were blotted out. Overthem

we heard the unanimous voices of that im

mense family of brothers that. Ferrer and

those of his kind had dreamt. In the

twinkling of an eye, the International of

workers was reestablished . To the horri

fied clamors of Europe, answered the in—

dignant protests of the American workers!

That immense wave of revolt of the hu

man conscience which is perhaps an un

paralleled phenomenon both by its ampli

tude and its universality, has been some

thing more than a sudden blaze, one of

these passing outbursts of which the

amorph, unconscious crowds gave so many

examples in the course of human historv.

Now that the sinister day is sufficiently

remote to enable us to judge the events

with all the attention they require, we have

all the Joy to see that since that day, a

deep and durable evolution has taken place

among the young. It is indeed a sign of
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the times that many individualities which

did not know one another and took no share

in our struggles have rapidly become con

scious of their social duties and resolutely

entered into our radical groups. In the

space of a few months, the seed of Martyr

dom has germinated, and now the harvest

of heroism is growing up rapidly. Is not

an International of Thought awakening

now, a sublime International of Brains and

Hearts to which will contribute, into which

will fraternize, for the sake of which will

sacrifice themselves, thousands of newly

born energies? Heroes of the ancient times,

who only knew your jealous gods and your

narrow c0untries, you cannot hold compari

son with the heroes which will sprin up

tomorrow and are already springing up Trom

the semi—shades. Longing to live and thrill,

longing to give the world a solid and dur

able work, such is the noble ambition that

the Martyrdom of Francisco 'Ferrer has

awakened once for all in the depths of our

always juvenile manhood!

  

Francisco Ferror 7 ,_. j



Sabotage

By

AUSTIN LEWIS

NEW factor is arising to

complicate or perhaps to

simplify the labor strug

gle. It has a slang French

name, because it arose

first in France in a practi

cal form, and because

there is at least one

French paper “La Guerre Sociale” de

voted to its propaganda. Sabotage is in

brief the destruction of the property of

employers by employees in pursuance of

a definite revolutionary policy.

Such property may belong to the Gov

ernment or to an individual. All capital

istic property is indeed the object against

which the French anti—militantists under

the leadership of Gustav Hervé direct

their efforts.

Soldiers are called upon to destroy the

arms and the equipment of the govern

ment, and to render useless the materials

of war as far as they can venture to do so.

They are directed to lose necessary me

chanical parts of the rifles and guns, and

to throw out of gear the myriad mechan

ical contrivances upon the harmonious re

lations of which the success of any army

may depend.

In short 'Sabotage is a means by which

the anti—militanists aim at the crippling

of militarism through the destruction or

disarrangement of the military machine

at the hands of the soldiers.

To most, the propaganda of Sabotage

will appear fantastical and indeed horrible,

for this crippling of the military machine

will naturally seem to be entirely traitor

ous and in all ways abominable.

The shocked discoverer of such will

however console himself with the reflec

tion that so utterly immoral and so de

spicable and detestable a course of con

  
duct could not possibly find sufficient ad

herents to make it dangerous. It will ap—

pear to him as a manifestation of abnor

mality, as. an evidence of degeneracy,

which may perhaps find some few crazy

adherents, as did the “progaganda of the

deed” but which could never be sufficient

ly powerful to be dangerous.

There the uninformed would be wrong,

for Sabotage on the anti-military side has

made great strides and has found many

disciples, particularly in the ranks of the

French army. Material of war has been

destroyed on many occasions and in one

notable instance the regimental flag was

thrown down and trodden under foot by

a marching regiment.

The anti—military propaganda is carried

on by means of pamphlets and leaflets

which are distributed among the soldiers

of the European armies and are exten

sively read. They are not without their

effect. For, instances of Sabotage have

multiplied and what might be called the

proletarian peace propaganda in contra

distinction to that of the Hague and the

agitation in which Mr. Andrew Carnegie

is such a conspicuous figure makes con

siderable headway. It is reported that the

British Navy is not exempt from the re

sults of this agitation. It is stated on

good authority that guns on board Brit—

ish ships have been tampered with by the

crews, and that it was found necessary to

suspend the crew of one warship because

of the effects of this propaganda.

So far nothing of the sort has been re

ported in this country. The Socialists

agitation however among the crews of

the warships is pretty constant and it is

well known that‘the crew of more than

one United States vessel is thoroughly

permeated with Socialist doctrines, and
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that a flourishing Socialist group exists

on board. In fact at the Socialist dances

and picnics near the Bay of San Fran~

cisco, the presence of blue jackets has

ceased to be a noticeable phenomenon,

so common has it become. ‘

Of course, it will be readily conceded

that the mere fact of Socialist propaganda

does not of itself imply Sabotage, but it

does certainly imply the development of

the peace propaganda among the prole

tariat in military service for this is an

essential of the Socialist movement.

This matter of Sabotage in pursuance

of the anti-military propagada finds some

justification at the hands of those who

might at least be expected to condemn it.

Some allowance, must of course be made

for the fact that the troubles of our neigh

bors are regarded philosophically even by

the most altruistic of us, and in the pres-'

ent condition of world-politics the average

Briton or German can view the destruction

of French arms even with a mitigated en

thusiasm. The foreign apologist, particu

larly if he is an American or a Briton,

bases his defense of Sabotage upon the

fact that military service is compulsory

and that the conscript is obliged to serve

against his will and without his consent.

He is held to the work and is practically

a slave while in the service and hence his

destruction of the machines of war is not

to be regarded with wonder. In short the

inhabitant of the voluntary service coun

try declares that there is no contract be

tween the private soldier and the govern

ment and hence the destruction of arms,

while deplorable is not altogether unrea

sonable particularly in view of the peace

propaganda.

But, there are deeper reasons. The de

struction of arms is in pursuance of a

definite propaganda against militarism and

represents effort to aid a specific class, the

proletarian class, and is a defiance of one‘s

own country in favor of one’s own

class, even though the members of

that class belong to a country other than

that of the Sabotage manifestant and in

deed may by force of circumstances be—

come an invader of the country of the

manifestant.

It is class against patriotism, it is not

a peace delllonstration in its essence;

for the manifestams would unquestionably

fight in a revolutionary attack upon the

dominant capitalism. It is a demonstra

tion against the power of capitalism, as

represented in the government, and in fa

vor of the proletariat.

Viewed from this aspect Sabotage can

not appear as the unreasonable destruc—

tive act of the fanatics but becomes at

once invested with the dignity of a great

movement, even if the method appears

shocking and tends to violate our pre

conceived notions of what is ethical.

The motive is everyting. If the mo

tive of the Sabotage manifestant be such

as has been above set forth, his ac

tions are justified in terms of his mo

tive; he develops a new ethical sanc

tion, and has a new conscience, to-wit: a

class conscience. an international class

conscience, in place of the usual patri

otic, national conscience which has hither

to ~been general.

Sabotage in pursuance of the anti-mili—

tary propaganda may therefore be a sign

of the growth towards a realization of

the identity of class interest by the inter

national proletariat, a practical illustra

tion of that tendency of the proletariat

to base its actions upon an identity of in~

terest and thus worth many parliamen

tary discussions and many Congresses in

favor of international peace. For it is ob

vious that the proletariat and particularly

the armed proletariat has in its own hands

the question of peace and war. Thus Sa—

botage while not literally fulfilling the

biblical prophecy with respect to making

agricultural implements out of weapons

of warfare at least tends to render the

latter useless.

As to Sabotage against the instruments

of production in the hands of the employ

ing capitalists, how does 'such a propa

ganda appeal to the average citizen? He

views it with even greater loathing than

he does Sabotage of military equipment,

and the reasons for such dislike are very

obvious. Sabotage constitutes an attack

upon private property, which is the most

sacred thing in the eyes of the law and

in the estimation of the ordinary person.

The destruction of such property is neces

sarily therefore a heinous crime. More

over the practice of Sabotage becoming

common the very existence of the capi

talist class is at stake. ll disputes be

tween capitalists and workmen are to in

volve the destruction of machinery and the
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material dislocation of plants and equip—

ment, it is obvious that the capitalist class

is placed hors de combat at the very be

ginning of the struggle. For organized

action on the part of the employees prior

to a strike or lock out could render the

whole plant practically worthless even if

it fell into the hands of scabs.

Now the destruction of machinery and

of equipment in times of strikes is no new

thing; every strike of any magnitude al

ways involves a certain degree of violence

directed against the property of the capi

talists. It could not be otherwise as long

as men are men and subject to emotion.

But there is a very marked difference

between reckless and individual acts of

rage directed against property in time of

excitement and industrial disturbance and

what is contemplated in ISabotage. Sa

botage is a cool, preconcerted and organ

ized destruction of property in the pur

suance of a definite end, as a means of

war, and for a specific purpose.

In fact the term destruction used in

connection with Sabotage may not be

and indeed in the vast majority of in

stances is not applicable, for Sabotage may

easily imply merely the rendering of ma

chinery used in capitalistic production in

ef’fective for that specific purpose and thus

may be simply regarded as a sort of aux

iliary to the boycott. As the latter is in

tended to prevent the capitalist from us—

ing available human material in capitalist

production except upon such terms as

seem good to the workers at a given time,

so sabotage is intended to pervent

the use of machinery, products of labor,

except on terms agreeable to the working

class. 4

It will be thus readily seen that there

is a world of difference between the mod

ern notion of sabotage in labor disputes

and the machine smashing which marked

the beginning of the modern industrial

epoch. They are not based on the same

grounds. Their object is different, the

one was the desperate act of beaten men,

the other might be a means of victory in

the hands of a winning class.

Such a view of the employment of sa—

botage evidently recommends itself to “La

Guerre Sociale” as appears from recent

advice given in that paper. A strike of

railroad men pending, the journal in ques

tion states that a mobilization would be

ordered in the neighborhood of the strike;

the railroad men in the reserves would

thereupon be called to the colors, and be

ing under military orders and in uniform

would be compelled to engage in the oper

ation of the road under conditions against

which they had rebelled.

Under these circumstances “La Guerre

Sociale" after giving some advice as to

how the men should conduct themselves

in the event of this military demonstra

tion added that they should leave the ma

chinery “in good order.” The implication

is obvious. The question is was the ad

vice under the circumstances vicious and

immoral? It seems to the writer that in

the given state of facts the advocates of

Sabotage might successfully make out a

case.

When we leave the realm of abstract

ethics and come to actual cases we find

that beyond any doubt the condition of

machinery at the time of a strike might

be determinative of the issue of the strug

gle. This is particularly true of mining

and other industries where mere absten

tion from care of machinery may cause

such a dislocation as to effectually cripple

a plant and render a speedy settlement

of the trouble necessary from the em

ployer’s standpoint. Thus Louis Duchez

writing recently of the United Mine

\Vorkers strike says “If the men in Illi

nois and every other State had come out

to a man; if no union man had been per

mitted to work while the strike was on;

and no non union man to the extent of

our power, either; if we had disregarded

property rights to the extent of permitting

machinery below to cover up with water

and be destroyed, if we had looked after

our own interests instead of the operators,

long before'this the strike would have

been won, and we would have had an or

ganization twice as large as it is today.

and many, many times more powerful and

effective. If we had pursued these tac

tics the unorganized would have come

out in large numbers with us.” The im—

portance of passive :Sabotage at least is

here fully recognized.

It would be hard for those who approve

of anti-military Sabotage to find argu—

ments against industrial Sabotage. The

argument in one case is as good as in the

other. If there is an absence of contract
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in the one case there is in the other also.

for compulsion to work for an employer

whether one will or not is a mark of the _

position of the latter day proletariat.

However, such questions are settled not

by abstract ethics or by abstract legality,

but by practical utility and if it once

dawns upon organized labor that Sabot

age is an effective instrument in further

ing the objects of labor organization there

is little doubt that we shall see its em

ployment very widely- extended.

Why Are You Not a Socialist ?

Bv

’I‘. H. CAMPBELL

"nun-n“ ELLOW Working Man :—

IS IT BECAUSE you

approve of being robbed

of the major portion of

the product of your toil?

—that major portion aver—

aging according to Govern

ment reports, seven-eights

of what you earn?

IS IT BECAUSE you enj0y walking and

paying rent while building automobiles and

mansions never to be used by you?

IS IT BECAUSE you like to clothe the

families of parasites in broadcloth and silk

and have your wife take in washings or

boarders to scantly feed, clothe and shelter

your family?

IS IT BECAUSE you hope to be a “busi

ness man" some day? Well, if you are so

exceptionally fortunate as to be able to amass

a few thousand, you will not last as long

as a June frost if a corporation finds you

depriving it of a mite of profit. Ask your

grocer what his annual profit is on sugar.

IS IT BECAUSE you believe God in

tended you to be the under dog?

  

  

 

  

IS IT BECAUSE one Teddy has said

that “Socialism would destroy the home and

family P" Ask'him how many homes capi

talism daily destroys. Ask him how many

victims of the white slave traffic can trace

the responsibilty to the poverty and capital

ism. Ask him to explain his consistency in

preaching against “race suicide” while capi

talism renders the proper rearing of a work

ingman’s family impossible. Then ask him

to tell you how much greater would be the

per cent of happy marriages if Socialism

prevailed. He knows enough to know that

Socialism would increase many, many times

over the number of happy homes, and would

render a thing of the past the poverty

stricken ones.

IS IT BECAUSE someone has said “So

cialism is impracticable P” That has been

said of every move for advancement and

enlightenment in the world’s history. Noth

ing could be more impracticable for the

working class than capitalism—nothing can

so surely reduce you to helplessness and

starvation. When you vote the capitalist

ticket you vote for starvation; you vote for

being devoured by the capitalist class, you

and your children.

IS IT BECAUSE you enj0y paying $8

for a ride in a Pullman sleeper and having

$7_ of it go to the predatory rich ?—or of

being such a nonentity that your patronage

is not solicited and you are not allowed

enough of the wherewithal to afford a ride

in a Pullman car?

_But you do not ride in Pullman cars nor

en10y any of the luxuries that spring from

the wealth you help create. Why? Be

cause you are a faithful tool of the capitalist

system and VOTE HER STRAIGHT——

BECAUSE YOU ARE NOT A SO

CIA’LIST.



   
 

Out-of-work Dockers

An English Docker

BY

Enrmo'ron MOA’I‘

RUCKS, trucks, trucks, end

less trains of trucks! Hand

trucks and horse-trucks,

iron, brick and smoke,

chains and' cranes and

quays, warehouses, din and

desolation 1

And these that scurry

to and fro with barrels, ‘bales and boxes,

these uncouth, grimy creatures shod like

mules in shoes of iron, garbed in ragged ker

chief, cap and corduroy—who are they? And

who are these that lie like lizards in the sun

along the seven miles of Pierhead Wall?

Workers,workers all ;men who have drudged

and drudged in vain. Nay, I should not say

in vain, for when age and disease and over—

work and no Work at all have destroyed

their fibre, when they are no longer privi

leged to trundle ponderous cargoes at five

pence an hour, does not the ever-thought

ful municipal government of this famous

  
port of Liverpool guard their interests well?

Has she not provided them with the seven

miles of Pierhead \Vall whereon to rest their

worked-out carcasses by day? And with

endless dark and damp and noisome lanes

wherein to prowl by night? And with

workhouses many and various wherein to

lodge on “plank” beds through winter's

cold; to say nothing of hospitals for those.

whom the rotten food at these same work

houses has rendered ill, or of graveyards

for such as the hospitals have mercifullv

“sent away” with a dose of “black-jack ?"

But let us away. Let us on to London

Fast—on and down through the maze of

sunless lanes and alleys lined with wrecks

of architecture and maggoty.with a race

condemned, to the very heart of this Baby

lon of the underworld. where is an unsavory

conlie called a street, and a sullen hovel

dignified with the name of “home”——the

dwelling place of one Bob Ross, a docker
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these twenty years and more. “A ROOM

TO LET” adorns the window front, and

lob's wife is seated in the doorway gazing

into space. A curious little bundle of hu

manity l—seemingly ages tired, slow of wit,

and patient with the patience that passeth

understanding. -

“A room to let? O, yes, the best i' the

'ouse, and a ba’gain at four bob a week.”

And as her squat figure limps along the

passage, I am vaguely conscious that I

should not be surprised to hear the creak

ing of her joints, nor to See the image of

the gracious queen, hanging there on the

greasy, mustard-colored wall of the “best

room i’ the ’ouse,” hold her nose at the

chill odor of damp and dust, and avert

her eyes from the junk that stands for

furniture. Yet for all that, and not with

out a sense of self-pity, I decide to resign

myself for a time to this disease trap which

during one long generation has been the

abiding place of Bob Ross; here I would see

for myself how the modern slave, under

the leaden skies of East End London, in

thistwentieth century of Christian civiliza

tion, is driven to hopeless drudgery and

scientifically shorn of the proceeds.

Bob’s case might be taken as almost typi

cal of the losing game of life the slum

dweller plays. I happened to fall upon

him at the fag-end of his career, and could

find nothing exceptional in it. unless in the

fact that he set out in life with an unusually

good constitution, and in the further fact

that he did not bend, or dodge, or try to

run away, but breasted the excessive pres—

sure until it broke and ruined him.

Bob began by exchanging his muscle

power for a few pennies a day. As he

grew older, the pennies came faster, with

corresponding discharge of muscle power,

of which commodity he seemed to have an

almost unlimited supply. Faith and patience

were strong in Bob. and it had been drilled

into him that sobriety and duty and honesty

have a sure reward. Somewhere in his con

sciousness lay the foolish idea that morality

is of commercial value. The examples of

human wreckage all around him he attri

buted principally—when he thought of the

matter at all—to lack of morality. Nor did

he see in them the living pictures of his

own undoing; for imagination is a rare

gift among the people of the underworld.

Such a thing as organized humbuggery be

scarcely dreamt of until past middle age.

lle exaggerated his own shortcomings,

while his respect for the powers that be

bordered on servility. \Vas not their great

ness acclaimed a thousand times a day from

pulpit, press and platform? ‘And as for

the Poor, had it not been “proved” again

and again that their condition was due to

their crimes, vices laziness, and the like?

Not that Bob believed implicitly the say-so

of authority in these matters, but rather

that it left him doubtful of his ground

until long experience had taught him the

truth.

In the days of his young manhood he

worked as a “preference” dockhaud, which

means that his muscle power won for him

the Preference over weaker men who some

times fought savagely for a front place at

the dock gates. Alongr with others of his

kind he was systematically “sweated.” Tons

and tons of freight~material riches from

the far corners of the earth passed

through his hands—his to trundle but not

to enjoy. Many bones he saw broken,

much flesh battered and torn asunder, noses

smashed, eyes robbed of their light, limbs

twisted out of shape—and prided himself

on escaping unscathed. Simple man! He

did not know, that the unending jugglery of

great loads at high pressure for many

hours at a stretch were slowly but surelv

doing their part in transforming his body
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into a thing that should one day be painful

to look upon.

When he happened to be “free,” there

was another sphere in which he moyed,

nay, two spheres—the home and the neigh

borhood round about. _These two, in con

nection with his daily stint of toil, made

up the sum total of his time.

Consider first the home, this “poor man's

castle,” like unto thousands of other poor

man’s castles in London East; a bulwark

against light and air, all cramped and askew

within, all black and unsightly without, cold

and damp in winter, stuffy and unsavory

in summer. There was Bob’s wife, and

three “kiddies” that had come with the

years; and a hand-to—mouth subsistence was

maintained. Only the left-overs and “sec

onds" of commerce graced that home. Prac

tically all that entered there was trash :the

food, the furniture, the clothing, the prints

upon the wall and the knick-knacks on the

side piece. And occasionally, when Bob re

turned at night, occupied, perhaps, with

the bitter consciousness of the contrast be

tween himself and some easeful, blithsome

fellow he had chanced upon during the day

—some youth magnetic with the breeziness

and optimism of vast and virgin lands—he

was greeted at the doorway :by the tired

smile of his helpmeet, the strong smell of

soap-suds and the sound of brawling kid

dies; and was even more effectually con

fronted with the staleness and sordidness of

his existence by discoverin in the daily

paper, sandwiched: between etails of scan

dals and suicides,‘such typical tit-bits as

these :—

Over a thousand applications have been

received by the Southwark Board of Guard

ians for the post of night porter at one

of their establishments. The wages offered

are 305. per week and uniform—Lloyds,

Oct. 1909.

It was reported at the Saffron Walden

Board of Guardians on Wednesday that by

taking sixty boarders from Croydon and

Hammersmith Unions into their workhouse

at 8s. 6d. per head per week they had made

a net profit on the year of i3oo.—Lloyds,

Aug. 1, 1909.

At an inquest at Kingston on Wednes

day on the body of John Henry Loader,

seventy years of age, an inmate of the

Kingston Workhouse Infirmary, evidence

was given that he died suddenly on June

25, after partaking of minced mutton served

for dinner. Altogether twenty-five inmates

were afiected by eating the mutton, with

which beef tea had been mixed.

Death was due to ptomaine poisoning.

and a verdict to that effect was returned.

.the jury adding that better supervision

should be kept in the kitchen. Aug. 1,

1909.

As an offset to such burden of toil and

such depression of home-coming; as a re

lief from the reading of such miseries amOng

the poor, with their suggestion of depravity

among those who would seem to have little

need to be depraved, there remained for

Bob the third sphere. And what did it

afl‘ord him of the good, the true and the

beautiful to feed the higher instincts? The

atres there were, where glitter and tmsel,

coarseness and vulgarity were edged about

by creeping filth and darkness. And librar

ies—much frequented in winter by bloated,

and twisted, and broken-down men whose

prime object in being there was to stave

off the cold. And mission houses, too, for

the “savings” of people whose most pres

sing needs were of another order. At the

work house corner might have been seen

the“spike”—the string of wastrels waiting

for a chance to rest their weary bones. And

glued to a wall nearby a poster, at once a

warning and an intimidation, bearing words

advising all the world that one John Blank

( a starving out-of-work, no doubt) had

stolen some trifling snack of food and been

given a couple of months in limbo for it.

Here too were ragged urchins playing in

the gutters; “little mothers," old in girl

hood, tending babes; “slaveys” shining

doorways; yelling costers selling ofl'al.

Here a thousand threadbare, shivering

dames on bargains bent invaded shops,

raked and pawed and fumbled wares, and

agreed and rejected. By night, bedizoned

trulls unnumbered thronged in hideous mas—

querade to advertise their degradation, and

men, to drOWn their sorrow and forget

the morrow, drank poisons in the tap rooms.

Aimless runnings t0 and fro there were of

dwarfish ghouls with toadstool’s pallor;

aimless standing still of human wrecks in

shadow; vile odors sailing on the sooty air;

voices echoing depths of infamy; things

divmed though all unseen that blot out light

and laughter from the soul.
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And all around lay the stupendous area

of the plague spot itself, its ugly piles of

worn and weathered brick and iron, its

grime, and slime and filthy oozings stretch—

ing out and out through smoke and fog t0

the sombre sky-line, embracing all, engulf

ing all, holding fast its denizens not by

walls and chains, but by subtle laws and

regulations that weigh upon them sorely

from without; shutting off escape by draw

ing off the best of heart and head and hand,

and for reward corrupting them with its

fetid exhalations, its secret agents of decay,

its hidden channels of disease; grafting

upon them its own unsightliness and un

worthiness, and transforming them in the

third and fourth generation into creatures

leSS than human, palsied of intellect, will

and feeling—bestial, sodden, denatured

things that shamble on to final dissolution.

What solace this nightmare of squalor

and degradation afforded Bob lay largely

in the fact that it showed him myriads more

unfortunate than himself. But with the

passing of the years the comparison was

denied him. His only daughter “went to

the bad ;” one son went to the Boer war—

and never returned; while the third son

married a slattern who was more of a

burden than a helpmeet. Meanwhile, his

work had become a treadmill that cast

its shadow before, always before, and that

sometimes, in dreams, resolved itself into

an appalling mass of freightage filling

the whole horizon of his future—a world

of endless trundlings t0 and fro, without

surcease, on and on to the very close of

life.

Then it was that his masters changed

for him the complexion of his dreams.

First they “let him down easy": shifted

him from regular work to work as a

“plus” laborer. And then they let him

off altogether. His muscle power had

waned. Henceforth there was to be no

more filterings of small coin into his

pocket. His savings dwindled, and in the

place of endless trundlings to and fro,

he saw himself face to face with the prob

ability of a slow and painful sliding into

death, marked by days of hunger and cold

and sleeplessness that should seem eter

nities, by hours of loneliness that should

seem as wide and deep as the universe.

From then on B.-N. Ross became a tap

room habitue. And from then on a dull

aching filled his heart; a deep and sullen

grief took possession of his soul—a silent

rage that seemed to have its roots in

generations past and gone—the dumb

despair of violated nature undeceived, of

one who has sold his birthright of sweet—

ness and light for the wherewithal to live

by, and discovers in the end that he has

not lived.

1' 18 1k

" ’E's chynged so of late,” wailed Mrs.

Ross just before I left their miserable

abode. “’E's tyken to bad ’abits. No

body’ll gi’ ’im a job, and there ayn't much

in lettin’ rooms. Lor’ lumme, I don’t

know wot’s goin' to become on us. ’E's

been I don’t know ’ow many times to see

if ’e couldn’t set up a bootblack stand

outside the Postofiice, but the Govern

ment won’t ’ave it. T’other day ’e went

to see the guardians and they told ’im

they coulden’t gi’ ’im out relief—said 'e’d

’ave to go to the work’ouse. ’E'll never

do it. ’E said ’e’d sooner go and make a

’ole in the water, ’e did.”

 

o

The proletarians have nothing to lose but their

chains. They have a world to win. Working

men of all countries unite!

—Communist Manifesto.

o

 



   

BY

ANNA A. MALEY

'l

; “a HE accompanying picture,

which was taken by one

of our comrades who was

stationed at Havana dur

ing the Spanish-Amer

ican War, was given me

by Comrade Edward

Havel 0f Libetry,Oregon.

Comrade Havel was in the service also,

and saw this bone pile and others, in the

cemeteries of Cuba.

Bodies were not buried “for keeps" in

these cemeteries, The graves were

rented. Comrade Havel was informed

that the shortest period for which rental

could be had, was six months. At the

end of the time for which the grave was

let, if further rent was not forthcoming,

the skeletons were evicted—sometimes

before the bones had had time to become

clean. The size of the bone-pile would

indicate that there were many delin—

quents.

"And those who harvested the golden

grain—

  

,ilt'it'tllltt',

Min

“And those who flung it to the wind like

rain—

“Alike to no such aureate earth are turned,

“As, buried once, men want dug up again.”

Omar, quite properly, did not reckon

as men, such human ghouls as the aver

age modern landlord. He did not dip

into the future far enough to see the dis

possessed scarecrow mother, sitting hope—

less and helpless with her bloodless brood

and her tattered household gods, on an

east side pavement. He did not foresee

the day when the people should crown

Profit Lord of all—when the dead man

who did not have in his cerements the

price of a hole in the ground, must stand

ready to carry on his post—mortem acti

vities on a bone-pile.

Verily, what with sky-scraper rents,

ground rents and grave rents, no space is

immune from the ravages of the landlord

—not the heavens above, nor the earth

beneath, nor the waters under the earth.
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Dictator Diaz

HE exposures of the hor

‘ rible conditions in Mex

ico by John Kenneth

Turner, in the Appeal to

Reason, are arousing a

spirit of inquiry all over

the United States that is

going to prove increas—

ingly embarrassing to the government on

this side of the border line. Famous cap

tains of industry who have invested heav

ily in Mexican industries are becoming

alarmed. It is interesting to note the

sudden bursts of enthusiasm experienced

by some of the radical magazines and

newspapers on matters Mexican these

days. Evidently somebody's palm has

been crossed, or somebody's pocket-book

has been touched or somebody's skin has

been threatened. One grows curious to

see just how far the epidemic will spread.

Diaz has always been a warm friend of

American capitalists. Whenever a mul

timillionaire decided to invest in Mexico,

Diaz sold him one economic advantage

after another, and by all the strength of

his armed power he has since protected

him.

  

Mexico Replies

To The

Appeal To Reason

By

C. M. Buooxs

And it is chiefly because the United Sta

tes Government stands back of the Amer

ican plutocracy and the Diaz regime of

blood, that Mexico has become known over

the whole world as the home of murder

and brutality to workingmen and women.

A knowledge that the powerful gOvernment

across the border line 5 stood ready to

support Diaz, has al rys deterred and

checked any widespread revolt against the

oppression of the Mexican government.

Until men like John Kenneth Turner

and John Murray and others began to pry

into the affairs of Mexico and disturbing

newspapers and magazines to publish the

truth about them, the working people of

the U. S. had no way of learning of the

miseries of their comrades. And it is high

ly important that the American people

continue to be deceived in regard to the

character of the President of Mexico and

his miscalled republic. Otherwise it might

prove impossible for the United States

Government to support Diaz when the

Mexican people arise to demand a demo

cratic form of govermnent.

It is rumored that nothing could be fur

ther from the desires of the Guggenheims,
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William Randolph Hearst and the Stand

ard Oil Company than a new and demo

cratic president in Mexico, who would in

sist upon giving the Mexican people the

rights common to a republican form of

government.

A capitalist’s idea of heaven is a state

where he may exploit workingmen and pile

up profits Without let and hindrance with

a government at hand to see that the work

ing class is rendered unable to interrupt

him.

In the Aug. 18th. number of Leslie's

Weekly, Senor Don de la Barra, the Mex

ican Ambassador, replies to the critics of

Mexico in the following naive manner:

If the charges made by Mr. Turner

and others are true,

“Why”, he says, “does Mexico’s credit

stand so high in the money markets of

Europe and this country ?” He does not

know, poor man, that a high credit means

ability to exploit labor and he has not one

inkling that he is proving the things he

swears are false.

“Why does capital, seeking safe and pro

fitable investment, go to Mexico, as is

proven by the $600,000,000 which is esti

mated to represent the capital from the

United States?" Why indeed! Why

does capital generally migrate from one

country to another? Because conditions

are ripe for higher profits;- and what do

profits come from? Exploitation of labor,

of course.

His Excellency, 'Don de la Barro con

tinues:

“First, the Mexican nation is rich and

prosperous. It is first among the silver

producing countries and third among those

producing copper. . . . .Petroleum deposits

now make up a new and abundant source

of wealth.”. . . . ..

“Third, the laws of Mexico are just and

the courts apply them equitably and promp

tly. A deficiency in this requisite, which

makes up the guarantee to enjoy civil life,

would not explain the influx of foreign

capital.

“General Diaz, the creator, so to speak,

of modern Mexico, in his wise, honest and

patriotic wor‘k, surrounded by men of skill

as his collaborators, has shaped the course

of events, made use of ALL WHICH IS

PROFITABLE (the italics are ours) and

set ideals for his people.”

There is a good deal more in this same

strain, but we think we have quoted suf

ficiently for our readers to know the basis

of Don la Barro's refutations.

We thank Senor de la Barro for his il

luminating article. John Kenneth Turner,

and Dorothy Johns and John Murray had

assured us that Mexico was a hell upon

earth rfor the working class, but it re

mained for the Mexican Ambassador to

call our attention to the unparallelled fe

licity of Capitalism across the border.

The following quotation from an article

on Wall Street in Mexico, from the Satur

day Evening Post is more frank than ar

ticles dealing with U. S. capital in Mexico

usually are;

“The sober reality is that Mexico, with

or without Diaz, will continue to develop

and to thrive very much as it has during

the last generation.

Why? Because,. should anything serious

happen to Mexico, like a revolution or a

civil war, for instance, Wall Street will be

the first to be affected. Wall Street’s dis

tress would promptly spread to all those

who have dealings with Wall Street, thence

to our whole country and to the other big

money markets of the world. All those

numberless Americans whose money has

gone into Mexican investments would be

quick to feel the pinch. Nobody has any

idea how many of these there are.

All these people in our country would

soon be heard from should anything hap‘

pen to Mexico. Our Government, rather

than stand idly by to await the spoliation

of American capitalists and investors—

gooJ contributors to campaign funds and

good voters—will be compelled to bow to

popular clamor and Wall Street pressure.

In a word, there would be “American in

tervention” in the interests of stability and

financial security, like the intervention de

manded for Nicaragua today.”



   

Out-of-Works Listening to Socialist Speaker-Liverpool

The Class 'War in Great Britain

Hy TOM QUELCH

ANY accidents have oc

curred just recently to

show how fiercely intense

is the struggle between the

Working class and the capi

talist in this country.

About three weeks ago,

there was a great strike

of some thousands of railway workers on

the North-Eastern Railway because one

man—Shunter Goodchild—had been badly

treated.

It was a splendid exhibition of working

class solidarity.. The men put down their

tools; refused to continue working unless

some satisfactory settlement was arrived

at. The railway management did not know

what to do. For the time being industry

was paralyzed in that particular part of the

country. The capitalist papers began to

yelp and a lot of Mid talk was indulged

  
in by the “Times” and other papers about

“trade union anarchy.”

Unfortunately the strike had been en~

tered upon without the sanction of the chief

officials of the Amalgamated Society of Rail<

way Servants—besides which, the hands of

the men were tied by the existence of a

Conciliation Board.

After considerable trouble and all manner

of negotiations the railway workers were

induced to return to their work.

But the matter does not end there. The

recently created Conciliation Board is re

garded with disgust and hatred. A general

railway strike—as was nearly brought about

some months back—is now regarded as

inevitable.

The men are working under such hor

rible conditions—their pay is so meager

and their toil is so exacting—that they are

anxious for a fight. They are very restless
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and their leaders—~some of whom are _re-'

actionary—find their task somewhat difli~

cult in restraining the radical elements.

As with the railway men so with the

ship builders, the engineers, the seamen,

the dockers, the boiler-makers, the miners

and the workers in many other trades.

Ten days ago a ship was undergoing re

pairs in dry dock at GOvan on the Clyde.

A number of plates had been removed and

their replacement was absolutely necessary,

before the ship became seaworthy. The

men thought this a favorable opportunity,

struck work, and formulated certain de

mands.

They were peremptorin ordered back to

work in the most bullying manner by the

Executive Board of the Shipping Employ

ers’ Federation.

If they did not immediately comply with

this order they were told that all the mem

bers of the Boilermakers’ Society and of the

Shipwrights’ Society would be locked out.

The men gave way. They swallowed their

grievances. bowed their heads and resumed

their work. The hammers clanged once

again, the plates were fixed, the caulkers

and holeborers darted one more like ants

about the huge ship and by this time she

is, in all probability, floating serenely on

the ocean blue.

But that strike was only in the nature of

a preliminary encounter. Altogether there

are about 57,500 trade unionists engaged

solely in the ship-bulding trade in this coun—

try. Trade is brisk. There are a number

of war vessels under construction. There

is a marked decrease in unemployment. The

men consider that the state of trade war

rants a request for an advance in wages.

As a matter of fact the various ship-build

ing societies are taking a ballot as to

whether they will accept the masters’ offer

of a shilling a day increase in October.

News has just come to hand that the

Clyde ship-workers have rejected by an

over-whelming majority the employers’ pro

posals. If this is verified the workers in

other parts are likely to follow their ex

ample and serious trouble is bound to ensue.

The Sailors’ and Foremens’ Union are

preparing for a strike.

The Dockers are engaged in a serious

dispute with the Huulder Line.

The miners in the South Wales coal

field are likely to strike at any moment.

In many of the pits the men have handed

in notices. This is due to the fact of the

employers trying to evade the restrictions

of the Miners’ Eight Hour Act and the em

ployment of scabs in many mines. The

most serious situation prevails at the col

lieries 0Wned by the Cambrian combine,

where no less than five hundred non-union

ists are working. In these pits alone 4,500

men are working and they will come out

on strike unless the blacklegs join the union.

From many other quarters, too, come

news of probable strikes and lock-outs.

The whole working class movement seems

to be fraught with formidable portents. The

workers are being seized with a spirit of

revolt. General dissatisfaction is being felt

with the Labor Party, whose masterly in

activity and shameful neglect of opportun

ities have led many to become disgusted

with the politcal weapon and anxious to

resume their old weapon—the strike.

The next few months should witness

some very remarkable changes in the situa

tion here. The injunction is being pretty

freely used by our capitalist judiciary against

the levying of trade unionists for political

purposes. If things go on as they are the

Labor Party will be bankrupt before long,

and unable to pay the salaries of its mem—

bers of Parliament.

The railway servants, the compositors,

the weavers, the miners, in fact all the

principal unions of this country have in

this way been prevented from making their

ordinary contributions to the Labor Party

fund.

Efforts are being made towards the uni—

fication of the Socialist forces. The So—

cial-Democratic Party has taken the lead

In this matter. Already manv of the union

Socialist societies have affiliated. The In

dependent Labor Party has agreed to 11

conference. Altogether things seem very

hopeful in this respect.

Thus signs of change are not wanting.

The workers are growing to hate this hel

lish system of capitalism. They are com

ing to realize that their only hope lies in the

social revolution. They are beginning to
understand the class struggle andithe neces

sity for class solidarity.

And there are those among them who

will not rest until this ferocious plunder

ing of the workers is ended and humanity

finds peace in the Socialist Republic.



The Near - Socialist

By

MARY E. MARcv

HE AIMS of Socialism and

' the aims of good men in

the old parties are not

very different after all,”

said a small automobile

manufacturer a short

time ago.

to eliminate graft, to put

  

“You want

honest men in office and make rich men

bear their just share of the taxes. You

want to lower prices on the necessaries of

life too, and so far the whole middle class

is with you. I am a Near-Socialist myself."

He was sitting on a bench in one of

Chicago’s small parks and addressing a

socialist——a molder by trade, who knows

the economics of Karl Marx from A to Z.

I pricked up my ears to hear the replies

of the workingman.

“Good lord!" he exclaimed sitting up

abruptly, “somebody’s been stringing you.

\Ve’re not as bad as that. Socialism is a

working class movement and it is not a

problem of the wage-workers to eliminate

graft, nor to lower taxes.

“Politicians do not graft off the working

class and propertyless proletarians do not

pay taxes.

“The big capitalists oppose graft‘gcner

ally—~01] principle; there is an element of

uncertainty about it that they do not ap

prove and some day when Big Business

is dull, they'll take time to stop the little

graft leaks.

“Usually the grafters pass the. big people

by and soak it into the small fry like you.

You are an example,” the molder continued,

taking a pull at his pipe.

“You have a small automobile plant. You

pay the men who work for you as little as

you may. You sell the automobiles at a

profit, of course, or you wouldn't be in busi

ness. Your employes make the autos, but

you do not pay them what the machines

are worth.

“Your problem is low taxes, no graft and

low freight rates that will enable you to

compete with the big manufacturers.

“The problem of the wage-worker is to

secure the VALUE OF THE AUTOMO

BILES.” -

“Not at all; not at all” interrupted the

Small Manufacturer, “the interests of my

employes are identical with mine. If I fail

financially in the competitive struggle, where

will their jobs be?"

“Cone of course,” the molder replied.

“but then you will be forced into the ranks

of the wage-workers and you will be ripe

for socialism.

“Besides,” he added, “low taxes and

honest office holders and the elimination

of graft will not save you.” The small

automobile manufacturer is doomed. He

hasn't enough capital to compete with J.

P. Morgan.

“Look here,” he said], ‘ socialists have

just one great aim. This aim is the only

thing that makes them and their movement

different from other movements the world

over. We mean to ABO'IJSH THE WAGE

SYSTEM.

“There is nothing else that can really

better the condition of the wage-workers.

Figure it any way and revolution is the

only answer.

“Suppose you and I lived in a town

with an absolutely honest city administra

tion, where taxes were just, as you call it,

and you couldn't find a grafter with an

X Ray.

Suppose the city owned a coal yard and

a coal MINE and sold coal to everybody

at just half what they paid in other cities.

"Suppose the city owned the electric light

plant and lllt' street car system and we had

‘

I
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3 cent car fares, and rents were 50% lower

than they were in nearby towns.

“Do you think all these things would

benefit the working class any? Well they

wouldn’t; not a single little bit. They

would only result in making such a city

a temporary heaven upon earth for the

capitalist class.

“Let it be known that rents are low, coal

cheap and prices generally below normal in

one city and workingmen and women will

begin to beat it in that direction as fast as

they can raise the car fare.

‘And then what happens? Being a

manufacturer, you know what would hap

pen. The labor market is flooded, over

crowded. Competition between the work

ers for jobs becomes very keen. Men who

have brought their families to the new land

of promise, offer to work for anything.

\Vages fall everywhere—as they always do

in a crowded labor-market—and the work

ers here find themselves getting just

enough to live on as they do everywhere

else in the world.

“An honest city administration would

not be able to GIVE THE WAGE-WORK—

ERS the FULL VALUE of the AUTO

MOBILES they produced. It would not

stop your profits and that is the aim of

socialism.

“Mill hands in China get something like

30 cents a day,” continued the molder, “but

30 cents daily, provides food, clothing and

shelter in China, where it would take $2.00

a day to secure the same degree of comfort

in Chicago and $4.00 or $5.00 to buy the

necessaries of life in Alaska."

“Well, refomi is good, enough for me”

said the Small Manufacturer his irrita

tion welling up and overflowing. “Thank

goodness there is no danger of a lot of

ignoramuses being able to overturn so much

as a peanut-stand during MY day.”

“0 I don’t know” retorted the molder

complacently, “there’s an awful lot of us,

you know. We built the railroads and we

run ’em and we have made just about

everything else in the world there is. We

HAVE been a lot of ignoramuses but we're

getting wise. All we want now is the earth,”

he added grinning, while the Small Manu

facturer glared malignantly,——“the facto—

ries, the mines ” but just then a

park policeman pushed his way through

the gathering crowd.

“No crowdin’ allowed in the park” he

said, waving his club, and the Small Manu

facturer faded away and was seen no more.

“Humph” said the mold-er under his

breath. “NEAR-socialist! Lord deliver us

from the NEAR-socialists!”

 

 

Speech, Sept. 18, 1910.

 

The Socialist Party must take a high revolu

tionary, uncompromising ground; it must not

dare to cater to ignoarnce for the sake of gaining

votes; the moment it does so it signs its own

death warrant—Eugene V. Debs, Chicago

 

 



We Want Ownership

By

En. h'IOORE

ORK is not sentimental.

' It has no religious scru

plcs. No fiag can arouse

it to patriotic enthusi

asm. It respects neither

age nor sex.

Some one has to work

to make shoes, and it

makes not the slightest difference

whether it is a heathen or a christian,

the shoes will not come onto the scene

until the labor of one or the other of

them is used to make the footwear.

Years of training and careful and pa

tient search into the records of the past

are not needed for anyone to find out

that the shoes made in a factory by

Jews, Christians and the heathens from

the Orient all look alike.

You do not have to go to college to

learn that if only enough shoes are

turned out in a factory to pay for the

wear and tear of the machinery, the fuel

and light, the raw material, and the wa

ges of the Jews, Christians and the hea

thens; in a word, all the expenses of

making the shoes, there will be no profit

for the factory owners. Profit, then,

comes to an owner of a shoe factory be

cause he gets working people to make

more shoes than they get paid for.

All the wisdom of all the wise men of

all the ages, all the knowledge of all the

learned men who have been and who are

now in the world will not make a pair

of shoes unless somebody does the ac

tual work of making them. And nobody

will get a profit unleSs someone makes

more shoes than he is paid for.

The fact simply stated is: If a man

owns a thing he did not make, someone

else made a thing he does not own. This

state of things cannot be changed by re

ligious bigotry, national fanaticism, nor

shooting to kill dissatisfied people. And

it is this condition of things that divides

society into two classes. One class mak

ing things it does not own, the other

  

class owning things it does not make.

The making class is the working class,

the owning class is the capitalist class.

No matter how ignorant and stupid a

person may be, he knows that it is better

to own a thing he makes, than to make

it for another to own, then to coax the

owner to kindly allow the maker a

chance to work to make more things for

the other fellow to own.

No man is a safe guide, who tells us

it is easier to get what we make by coax

ing the other fellow who owns every—

thing to give you back just a little more

of what you’make. If you make and

own a thing, you do not have to hire

somebody to tell you 110w much of it be—

longs to you. You do not need a stand—

ing army and a big navy to keep you

from cheating yourself. But if you do

not make things, it will pay you to have

lawmakers, courts, army, navy, and pri

vate detectives to help you to force the

workers to support you and your fellow

conspirators.

People who make things are poor, not

because they are Christians, Jews, or

heathens. but because the law gives to

others what they make. Foreign work

ing people are not poor because they are

foreigners. The law gives others what

they make. It is not sex, nor is it age

that make people poor or rich, for there

are rich and poor women and men also

and there are rich children and poor chil~

dren. A ruling class is always a rich

class, and it is rich because it uses the

government to take away the wealth

made by the workers, and this keeps the

workers poor.

A sure way, and the best way for the

workers to get what they make is to go

straight for ownership and never mind

what happens to those who now live

pretty comfortably on the crumbs they

gather-from the tables of the owning

class. The maker is entitled to owner

ship.
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Roosevelt and The Striking Columbus Police

By

H. Emu“

“A policeman who will mutiny and refuse to do his duty stands

lower than a soldier who deserts his post in the hour of the greatest

need, and should be consigned to the same punishment.”—Theodore

Roosevelt, in Columbus Speech.

HERE are thirty-three po—

> licemen in Columbus,

Ohio, whose names de

serve to be written large

in the working class

Hall of Fame. They are

all of one variety and it

is a variety that brings

joy to the hearts of every socialist and

union man in the whole country.

Ever since the street car men at C0

lumbus went out on strike, the car line

and the streets of the city have been in

the hands of hired thugs, murderers and

paid assassins of the capitalist class.

R. J. Coach, of the Coach Detective

Agency of Cleveland, who _has charge of

these thugs, is an cx-convict of the most

degraded type, and has served time in

several penal institutions. J. F. Brady,

his chief lieutenant, had direct charge of

the strike breakers. \Vhile riding in an

automobile on “Test Broad street re

cently, he shot down two defenseless

Women and an innocent child, all seated

upon the porch of their home, and seri

ously injured them.

But Coach, Brady and their thugs and

murderers saw to it that something was

doing every minute of the day in C0

lumbus. It was in the interest of their

meal tickets that they endeavored to cre

ate a reign of terror in order that they

might gain the credit of suppressing it.

The street car company employed any

and all men it could persuade to run the

  

cars and the Columbus police were in

structed to valet the thug scabs from

breakfast to bed. One-third of the whole

police force of Columbus—thirty-three

men of one variety—refused to obey or—

ders. They claimed they had never been

hired to chaperon scabs and they felt it

was their duty to rebel at 'such a degrad

ing and disgusting occupation.

These men came from the homes of

workingmen and women and they did

not propose to -be used as a tool by the

street car company in their efforts to

break the strike of the car men.

These policemen claimed it was their

DUTY to REBEL against protecting

the scabs of the car company. They

wanted to know whether the duties of a _

Columbus policeman were to serve as

STRIKE BREAKERS or not.

Then came Windy Theodore to tell the

capitalist class what they should do

about it.

You must have LAW and ORDER, he

said, and t0 the striking car men—You

must have law and order and THEN.

and then only, can you get justice.

Everybody expected Roosevelt to say

just these things. He is always ready

to jump in where there is trouble, to de

mand law and order. The policemen

should have stood by their guns and

helped the scabs break the strike and

then you workingmen, you would have

received justice. We are free to tell you,

you might 'have had the Roosevelt brand
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Popular Transportation—No Scabs in this Crowd

of JUSTICE, but you would not have

had any JOBS.

If you do not believe this read the

Sept. 5th copy of the St. Paul Dispatch

where Roosevelt is reported to have said

in his speech at Fargo, N. D.

“I am glad to see the captains of in

dustry rewarded. . . . As to whether it

_shall be enough, I am always ready to

solve that question ON1 HIS SIDE. I

am willing to make a big margin of error

and give him FOUR or FIVE times as

much as he has earned, but not one hun

dred times as much as he has earned. . . .

But the ordinary man should be fully

compensated for what he produces.”

That is the kind of Justice Roosevelt

wants to give you workingmen. He ad—

mits that he is willing to give the capi

talist class the best of it every time. Just

keep that in mind when a politician or a

capitalist talks to you about justice. Ask

them what they MEAN. Ask them if

they are willing to help the working class

get the FULL VALUE of the things

they produce. And remember that if

YOU get the value of your products

there will not -be ANYTHING LEFT

FOR THE CAPITALISTS.

A comrade in Columbus writes us that

the strike is increasing in coherence and

in the intensity of its class conscious

manifestations. It has ceased to be a

mere struggle between the Company and

its employes and has grown into an im

mense battle between the capitalists on

one side and the laboring class on the

other.

In spite of all Windy Theodore had to

say about law and order the thugs and

brutes hired by the street car company

continue to make all the trouble possible.

George Marshall, the Republican Mayor,

and Gov. Harmon, a Democrat, have

alike and are still, alike, serving the in

terests of the Company.

Men, women and children in Columbus

are clubbed and MURDERED by pri

vate detectives and the only things that

receive PROTECTION in Columbus are

scabs and private property.

But the striking policemen couldn't

find it among their duties to guard these

and so they quit work.

These noble men, who refused to aid

strike-breakers in taking the bread out of

the mouths of the street car men of Co

lumbus, deserve—according to- Roosevelt

_the same punishment as the deserting

soldier. This is only because they RE

FUSED TO \IVORK AGAINST

THEIR BROTHER VVORKINGMEN

and to SERVE THE CAPITALIST

CLASS.

Through the hearts of socialists all

over the world there ran a thrill of joy
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when We heard of the actions of our

friends—the Columbus policemen. When

the soldiers refuse to shoot in the inter

ests of the capitalist class, when the po

licemen refuse to protect scabs and to

stab themselves—for the capitalist class

-—the forward march of the working class

will be steady and inspiring.

For Capitalism cannot hold working

men and women in subjection without

the aid of the ARMY and the POLICE.

Remember this. Remember also the Co

lumbus policemen who put class interest

above personal interest. These men have

done a great service to the working men

of Columbus.

A Creature of Competition

By a Traveling Salesman.

l“. E. Vsums

-_ “a HE traveling salesman, by

"- the nature of his occupa

tion, is probably the most

intense individualist in

the world. Holding his

job, as he does, by beat

ing a competitor he

preaches the doctrine that

“competition is the life of trade” loudly

and at all times. Even while his em

ployer is making efforts to relieve the

strain of competition by forming combi

nations, the salesman voices his slogan

and adds to his opinion of his own im

portance. Nor does he seem to have time

to look around and see the ravages made

by progress in his ranks. That trolley

lines have made it compulsory for him to

make six towns now where he made three

before their advent, thereby doing the

work of two does not seem to occur to

him. It is of no concern of his that the

peanut trust put more than 300 buyers

and sellers out of business nor that the

match trust at the time they controlled

all matches, had three men on the road.

All of these things miss his observation.

He is usually a high tariff advocate as

he imagines high tariff insures high

wages and protects home industries. His

individualism allows him no sympathy

for labor unions and strikes and it pre

  

vents him from realizing the relation of

the welfare of the worker and his own

welfare. He is utterly blind to the fact

that a low standard of living for the work

ing class .means a lower standard of liv—

ing for himself; that a reduced power of

consumptiOn by the worker means smal

ler sales. He has no unions of his own

and with one exception has no social

organization and this exception is pos

sible only because it carries a benefit in

the way of an insurance. He has several

fraternal insurance organizations, but

they are purely “business” institutions

and at that the fraternity ends.

All in all, the traveling man’s class

consciousness begins and ends with him

self. He is in a class by himself and un

til competition, the life of trade, puts him

in the “has been” class, which it is doing

rapidly, he is not open to any argument.

At present the fortunes of the traveling

man are at a very low ebb. In the com

mission lines, such as furniture, molding,

shoes, etc., competition is not the live

thing it was as there is no trade to com

pete for and therefore no salesmen to do

the competing. Never, since the panic of

’93, has there been so few men on the

road. Let us hope they are devoting their

enforced vacation to a study in economics.



The Railroad Construction Workers

By

JAMES PALMER

  

On the Job—Los Angeles Aqueduct

~ . AILROA D construction

\ workers of the west are

known among themselves

as muckers, tunnel stifis

and skinners. They have

no homes and no families

They have no votes. They

do not go to church and

many of them are not respecters of law

and order.

These men live in tents 0r bunk-houses.

Their food consists of dried fruit', beans,

beef, bread and coffee—not always free

from flies in the summer time.

You will find them slaving in the midst

of the desert in the heat of the summer sun

and toiling in the snowy hills of Alaska in

thewinter andlaboring steadily in the rain

  

in the rainy season on the coast. And these

men are cutting the way for civilization.

The wages of these men are small. The

work is hard and the bosses are cruel, and

the employment sharks are always on the

job to beat them out of a hard-eamed

dollar.

When work is slack thousands of these

construction workers tramp the streets or

hang out in the cheap lodging houses of

the larger cities of the west.

The Industrial Workers of the World

are reaching these men. Many of them

have already joined locals. They are at

last finding a way in which they are able

to organize, to use their strength TO

GETHER. All they need is more organ-

ization and more education. .
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How Japan is Civilizing the Formosa Heathen

By

S. KATAYAMA

VER since China ceded the

Island of Formosa to

Japan, there has been

trouble for the Japanese.

For the heroic and liber

ty-loving natives have re

fused to be subjugated

and still occupy the

mountainous regions in the Eastern part

of the Island. Some of the mountain

peaks reach an altitude of 12,000 feet and

it has been impossible hitherto for the

Japanese to reach them.

\Ve cannot state accurately how many

natives live in the mountains, but it is

estimated that there are any where from

100,000 to 200,000 of them. A recent

visitor to Formosa claims that the Japa

nese and Chinese live in mortal terror of

the natives, who hate them with a hatred

that only death can satisfy. At unex

pected moments groups of natives have

been known to swarm down upon a band

of Japanese and crush them like so many

children. Latest reports say that the

Japanese have learned a new method of

protection and now surround themselves

and their homes with live wires so that the

over-bold natives who trespass (?) are

killed upon reaching the outposts.

But Formosa is one of the most valu

able islands in the world and having par

tial possession of it, Japan does not pro

pose to be checked by a few thousand

natives, who naturally enough, view the

Japs as intruders and ursupers. 1,500

square miles of Camphor trees in Formosa

furnish the bulk of the world's supply of

camphor. Their value is beyond price.

Japanese capitalists desire to plant many

millions more of camphor trees and, in

order to do this. wage-laborers must be

able to toil without fear of destruction

by the native Formosans.

The last Japanese Parliament voted

  

15,000,000 yen for the subjugation of the

Formosans. It is predicted in high

quarters that the natives will be com

pletely annihilated within the next five

years, although they still occupy one

third of the entire island.

They are a noble race of hunters and

cultivate the land extensively. The na*

tive men and women are monogamists in

the strictest sense of the word. The

training of the youths is purely commun

istic. From the ages of 12 to 20 the boys

are separated from their families, this

constituting a period of training for sol

diery and the work common to natives

on the island. From 20 to 25 is the age

of prowess, when the men become skilled

in fighting and huntmanship. Japanese re—

ports have it that in the spring time when

the thoughts of the young men turn to

love, it is customary for them to descend

upon their conquerors and to return to

the object of their affections bearing a

head or two of the enemy.

The youths woo the maidens by' play

ing a flute before the house in which the

loved one dwells. And the young girl

sends him his answer in appropriate

melody. When the music of her flute is

very 'sweet and her answer in the af

firmative, the young man carries water

and wood to the front of her home in the

darkness of night. So long as the wood

and water remain before the house, he is

unable to approach his loved one, but

must wait until the family has used them

as a token that the parents of the girl are

willing to give their consent to the union.

The young married couples live with

the girl’s parents for two years, the man

working for his step-parents. Later the

young ones build a home of their own.

The Community the Formosa natives

form, is democratic although the rule of

the chief is absolute in many cases. The
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second chief is always elective. The eld

ers of the tribes are also elective and the

Eldermens’ Council may depose the chief

for certain lengths of time for misbehav

iour. In no nation in the whole world is

virtue in man and woman so greatly re—

spected as in Formosa.

The Formosans believe in one great

and good god, although ancestor Worship

is prevalent among them. They are de

voted to the native literature and the na—

tive music. They are a proud and beauti—

ful race of strong men and women——

happy in the simple lives of freedom

which they lead.

But it is in order that the lands of the

islands may be opened up to the Japanese

that the Japanese Government has de

creed that the Formosan natives must

submit absolutely to Japanese rule or be

killed off.

It was only a few years ago when the

hearts of my brother Japanese were

thrilled over the horrors which we heard

the Government of the United States was

perpetrating in the Phillipine Islands. \Ve

were told by the daily newspapers how

you, in America, were butchering the na

tives in the islands who objected to be—

ing swallowed up by the stronger nation.

Now it is the Government of Japan

intent upon “civilizing” the barbarian in

Formosa; Of course, there are men and

women in Japan who protest against the

governmental policy, but the military

Japanese Government in Formosa is des

perately fighting with the natives and it

is only a question of time till the strong

nation will win.

It will be almost impossible to sub

jugate the Formosans. Liberty is often

dearer to them than life itself. But the

Japanese will break where they canth

bend them. The soldiers of the army of

Japan will give up their lives in forcing

“civilization” upon the islanders. Patriot

ism is strong in Japan. In their struggles

to maintain their old freedom the natives

will be wiped out.

But certain rich Japanese capitalists

will be able to seize the rich timberlands

of Formosa; capital will have a new out

let and the object of the Formosan move

ment will have been achieved.

Corean Annexation.

Corean Annexation to Japan is a for

gone conclusion. The present Resident

General in Corea was formerly Minister

of War in Japan. We hear that there are

many soldiers now in Corea ready to

suppress any uprising of the people. The

Coreans are oppressed and suppressed

everywhere. Their partial independence

is gone with annexation with Japan. But

Corea is, again, a new field for Capital.

The standard of living in Corea is lower

than the standard in Japan and, as usual,

Capital seeks the lowest labor market.

Corea will offer a rich harvest for exploi—

tation to the capitalists of Japan.

The Corean and Japanese Press is, of

course, under a severe censorship. Every

newspaper in Corea that opposed annexa

tion has been suppressed so that we have

no means of knowing the real condition

of affairs there.

Big Flood in Tokio.

From the beginning of the month of

August it has rained steadily in Japan

and on the 9th and 10th of the month the

downpour was terrific. Since then the

rivers have overflowed over all the coun

try devastating property, destroying and

carrying away houses and people.

There are now three hundred thousand

persons submerged in the water in the

city of Tokyo. These people are suffer—

ing for food and for a shelter at night.

Thousands of boats are carrying food to

the starving folks all the time but the

difficulties and dangers hinder rescue

work.

The Army and Navy has been called to

help but they are so handicapped by red—

tape that they cannot do much. The city

authorities are so slow that we find they

have done nothing. Citizens are trying to

save the suffering but the situation is

growing steadily worse. Merchants with

stocks of provision on hand are making

their fortunes reaping rich sums out of the

sufferings and need of their neighbors.

Factories are shut down; gas and electric

power are partly cut off so that the city

15 in reality almost famine struck.

Many other towns have been devas

tated. The minister of the Interior re

ports 0ver one thousand deaths due to

the flood; 3.955 houses destroyed or car—

ried away; 151.655 homes inundated.

Sanitary conditions in Tokyo add to the

horror of the disaster. The city has no
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sewerage system. Gutter water, sink and

sewerage is carried off in open uncovered

ditches along both sides of the streets.

Farmers have been accustomed to come

to the city to carry home the worst of the

sewerage for fertilizer but their visits

have been stopped and the filth is accu

mulating and spreading over the whole

city where the waters of the flood are

high. Fevers are becoming prevalent.

The Socialist News Suppressed.

On the 15th of August the Post Ofiice

Department advised the writer of this ar

ticle that he would not be permitted to

sell the No. 70 issue of his paper. Copies

sent to the Post Office were confiscated

as well as those remaining at the home of

the writer. Doubtless many American

socialists have seen old copies of our lit

tle paper which we called Socialist News.

Lately we have held many meetings.

At first the police and authorities paid

little attention to them, but when they

discovered they were being attended by

a thousand people at a time, they began

to interfere. Socialists are closely watched

by the police at all times.

Recently the Government ordered all

libraries to remove books, magazines and

socialist literature in general. An ordi

nance was passed prohibiting school

teachers from reading socialist books or

magazines.

On July 17th, 1,200 workers at the

Uraga ship building factory went on

strike. The company sent around police

and rogues to the meeting of the strikers

to cause trouble but the strikers took an

attitude of non-resistance, simply doing

nothing, and the company was forced to

grant their demands.

These 1,200 workmen had no union

but they organized themselves into one

body and agreed to support the victims

if there were any. They promised not to

drink during the strike and to pursue a

strictly non-resistant policy. They all

held firmly to the agreement and they

won their Strike. Their method is worth

remembering.

 

serve.

Sept. 18, 1910.

 

“The so-called labor leaders are misleaders.

We see Sam Gompers and John Mitchell sitting

down to the same table with August Belmont and

other rich enemies of the working class.

two men—Belmont and Gompers—I have in

finitely more respect for the former, plutocrat and

plunderer though he is, than for the latter, a man

who betrays the people he has been chosen to

“The workers must stop being led like sheep

and do things for themselves.

act for themselves can they attain freedom from

their bosses.”—Eugene V. Debs, Chicago Speech,

Of the

Only when they

 

 



    

In the “Deutachland” Cabin

A Dirigible Airship Passenger Line

“ N lSept. 3rd Count Zeppelin

' vindicated the worth of

his type of dirigible when,

in the Zeppelin IV, he

flew from Baden to Hei

delberg, fifty-three miles,

in sixty-five minutes, car

ryin'gr a crew of seven and

twelve passengers. ‘he average speed of

the immense balloon was forty-nine miles

an hour, which is believed to establish a

record for dirigibles.

This flight was declared greater than the

first big flight of a Zeppelin, made on March

21, 1909, when, with twenty-six aboard, one

of the count’s dirigibles established a world's

record, covering 150 miles in four hours.

However, the interest and excitement

over aeroplane records and the accident to

the Zeppelin airship have obscured the pos

sibilities of the dirigible. The German Air

ship Stock Company, of which the great

Hamburg-America Steamship Company and

the Zeppelin Airship Company are the larg

est stockholders, equipped the A. S. (air

ship) Deutschhmd for passenger service be

tween their airship dock at Friedrichshafen

and Dusseldorf, a run of 65 miles. The

Hamburg-American Packet Compan sent

its representative to Friedrichsha en to

take charge of handling the passengers at

this station. Tickets were sold at $50 for

the round trip, and accomodations were

provided for 36 passengers. .This ship was

  

I

fitted with carpeted cabins of mahogany in—

laid with pearl, and had on board a buffet

service for the convenience of passengers.

It was 485 feet long, was equipped with

motors aggregating 33o horse-power, and

could make a speed of 45 miles an hour.

Carrying 20 passengers, it sailed more than

three hundred miles in nine hours on its

initial voyage, half the trip in the teeth of

a stiff wind. In spite of the accident which

wrecked this ship, the line will be extended

to Baden-Baden, and already plans are

made for a similar line to run between

Hamburg and Berlin, and, later, from

Hamburg to London.

Mr. Ballin. the general manager of the

Hamburg-America Line, is very enthusiastic

over the future of this method of travel,

and there are some who believe that the

ocean will be crossed inside of two years.

Plans are now being carried out for an

expedition to the artic regions next year

with two Zeppelin airships. The S. S.

Mainz has already sailed 'for Spitzbergen

to establish a base of supplies.

While it is true that the A. S. Deutsch

land was wrecked, her successful trip with

passengers marks the beginning of an era

of airship navigation, and there is no more

reason to doubt its future than there was

to doubt the future of the steamboat be

cause the English tugs which preceded Ful

ton’s Clermont by six years never made

more than one trip, or that the unfortunate
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Dirigible Car

accident to Hon. C. S. Rolls proves the im

practicability of the aeroplane.

Before the end of this month of Septem

her it is possible that the trip across the

Atlantic Ocean by the air route will have

been made for the first time by man. Wal—

ter Wellman, whose proposed voyage to dis

cover the north pole by means of a dirigible

balloon was cut short by a successful land

trip to that long-sought spot by Capt. Peary,

is preparing to make the eFfort to go from

New Jersey to Europe in a dirigible, to start

about the middle of this month. If he suc

ceeds the ocean will suffer another shrink

age. We steam across on its surface, we

skim underneath it in our submarines, we

send wireless messages over it and cable

messages under it, and are talking about

talking under it. The next thing may be

a tunnel, to give direct all-rail communica

time between America and Europe. Mr.

VVellman's dirigible is being finished at the

Inlet aerodrome near Atlantic City. It is

of the Zeppelin type, 288 feet long, equipped

with two eighty horse power engines for

propulsion and one ten horse power engine

for inner work. The framework is of alu

minum over which is stretched a covering

of mixed cotton and silk of three thick

nesses, banded together with an emulsion

of pure rubber. The balloon has a capac

ity of 345.000 cubic feet of hydrogen, theo

retically seventy-four times lighter than air

and in actual work twelve times lighter.

The gas in the bag will have a lifting capac

ity of 24,000 pounds. The car is made of

tubular steel and is 156 feet long. Under

neath the car is attached a nonsinkable life

boat, the first to be carried by an airship.

The dirigible will be equipped with a wire

less outfit, electric lights, and telephone sys—

tem . It is figured that it can make an aver

age of twenty miles an hour in ordinary

weather. The route to be followed will be

the northern steamship line from New York

up past Newfoundland and then straight

across. An altitude of about 300 feet will

be maintained, which _will be high enough

to steer clear of fogs. Melvin Vanaman,

an Illinois engineer. but for some time a

resident of Paris, will accompany Mr. Well

man.

The Way to Win

By ROBERT J. WHEELER

_= 1%! HE girls employed in the

great potteries in and

around East Liverpool

were dissatisfied with con

ditions. \Nages were far

too low and working con

ditions not satisfactory.

For some weeks they

talked it over quietly. Leading spirits

went about agitating. Gradually, the spirit

of revolt spread until the girls in every

shop were ready to act.

Suddenly, one'day, they struck in a

mass. Every shop in the town was tied

  

up. The bisque girls, the dippers, the

drawers; these the workers in important

departments, with all' other classes of

women workers, walked out in a body

and a great industry was prostrated.

The skilled male workers belong to the

Brotherhood of Potters. They are well

paid; have good conditions; work under a

two year contract. They had no particu

lar cause for complaint, but when the girls

went out. they too were forced into idleness.

Naturally, the girl workers expected aid

in organizing from their fellow workers

who were enjoying the benefits of or—
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ganization. The girls came to them. They

wanted aid, sympathy, help—this is what

they got.

'Yes,” said the “ ‘Brotherhood' of Pot

ters,” we sympathize with you; we know

you ought to get more money. Your

shop conditions ought to be improved,

we realize all this, but you see we have

contracts with the Boss Potters, and con—

tracts must be sacredly kept. \Ve can

only advise you.” And they advised them

thus: “Organize your crafts and then

affiliate with the Brotherhood of Potters

and when our contracts run out in 1912,

we will make new ones and then you can

make your demands with us.” “But”_said

the girls: “We are suffering now. \IVe

cannot live on our wages and the shop

conditions are unendurable. \Ve want re

lief; we want it right now. We are de

termined to have it. We ask you to

refuse to work until our demands are

granted. Don’t let the Boss put scabs

to work. Refuse to work with them.

If you stand with us, we will win in

a few days.” “But,” said the Brother

hood ?” our contracts—we must keep our

promise.” “But” said the girls, are we

not your fellow workers? To whom do

you owe duty greater than to us? We

are being robbed. Our health and strength

is being sapped daily; we implore you to

help us. And the men? said: “We are

sorry, but we cannot help you, our con

tracts are sacred.”

Then the women went away, but not to

despair. They took council together. They

went to the Socialists. The Socialists told

them to keep up their courage. “The

shops cannot run without you” said the

Socialists. “Keep the scabs out and you

will win.”

The women held meetings and arranged

to picket the factories. They pulled scabs

out of the works and tied up the plants

completely.

Across the river, in West Virginia,

were other big potteries. The Bosses

began to send orders over to those plants.

The women sent agents over to urge a

sympathetic strike. In the West Virginia

shops the women were getting better

wages and shop conditions were far bet

ter than in East Liverpool. But their

sympathy was with their sisters in East

Liverpool. They began to talk strike.

The Bosses came to them and said, “Why

do you talk strike? Are your wages not

fair; have we ever refused to make con

ditions better when you have requested

improvement? What are you going to

strike for?” And they began to waver,

began to wonder what to do. Then an

Irish girl cried out: “Girls, if we wurrk

here, thim fellows will sind the jobs over

here and we’ll only be seabbing on thim

gurrls; and its not meself that‘l be a scab

on anybody.” That settled it. The splen—

did spirit of working class solidarity

flamed out. The women in the West

Virginia plants walked out in a body in

sympathy with their sisters.

The bosses could do nothing else but

settle. The strikers sent a committee

to meet them. The girls demanded 15

per cent raise and improvement in con—

ditions and extention of rest periods. The

Bosses offered 11) per cent raise and to

concede all other demands. This was re

ported back to the striking mass and was

accepted 'by them. Thus the strike was

won.

Now listen you unorganized. “Go thou

and do likewise." These girls had no lead

ers to confuse and and betray them. They

knew what they wanted. They struck as

a mass. They won. When the settlement

was made they would agree to no con

tract for any certain time. They only

agreed to work for the new scale as long

as prices remained where they were. Then

if prices advanced they would be in a po

sition to make new demands.

The Socialist, John Slayton, told the

girls not to worry about what kind of

organization they should form, their first

effort should be to win the strike. Then

when wages were raised and hours shor

tened, .they could decide on the form of

organization.

Here is a splendid lesson. The workers

are being forced to revolt. Let them do

as these girls did. Talk over their trou

ble; decide on a move and then act in a

mass. The form of organization that will

meet the conditions of today must be free

from contracts and timorous leaders, and

ready at all times to throw its strength

into the struggles of other bodies of work

ers.

Learn the lesson the successful strike

of the' pottery girls teaches:



The Eighth International Socialist Congress

By

EMIL STULTZ

   

 

The Concertpalais Where the Congress was Held

HE past week has shown to

the world the most brilliant

manifestations of interna

tional solidarity of the

proletariat. 'From all parts

of the globe the delegates

came to join their fellow

workers in earnest endeavor to help on

the great cause of socialism.

In such numbers they made their ap

pearance that the large auditorium of the

Koncertpalais could hardly hold them. The

building wears the emblems of me Social

democracy. The large banner floating over

it bears the words, Eighth International

Socialist Congress. The whole interior is

  

decorated with the color of the proletariat

and back of the platform the wall is cov

ered with a giant map of the globe, the

two hemispheres linked together with a rib

bon bearing the old battle cry of the In

ternational, “Proletarians of all countries

unite.” '

The walls and galleries of the assembly

hall are ornamented with the flags of all

nations and show mottoes full of deep

meaning. 887 delegates are present. Ger

many sent 189; France 78; Austria 72;

Bohemia 6; Great Britain 84; Russia 38;

Italy 9; nited States 24; Belgium 26;

Sweden 86; Denmark 46; Poland 17;

Switzerland 17; besides many others.

22-“
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At 10;3o A. M. the Congress was open

ed by an impressive Cantate sung by 500

members of the Copenhagen workingmens’

singing societies. The music was by S.

Hend, a Copenhagen composer, and the

book by A. P. Meyer, a well known ag

itator, author and poet. The audience was

carried away the melody and the lofty

sentiments of the opera and the poet re

ceived a grand ovation.

expressing the regret of the Congress at

the absence of August Bebel.

Huysmans, secretary of the Interna

tional Bureau ,instructed the delegates upon

the order of business, which was pub

lished a month or two ago in the Review.

The first sitting closed at I :00 o’clock

and was followed by a parade of the work

ingmen of Copenhagen, the largest parade

ever seen in this old emporium. At the

   

 

Forty Thousand of the Eight Million Socialists

Comrade Stauning welcomed the dele—

gates on behalf 0n the Danish comrades

and gave the history of the Danish move

ment which has sent 28 members to the

Richsdag; 120,000 subscribers read the 33

socialist papers and 120,000 workingmen

form the trade union army, in little Den

mark with only 2,500,000 inhabitants.

Vandewelde thanked Danes for their

magnificent reception, giving a short re

view of the socialist movement of the

world with 33 nations joined under the

International to-day, under whose banner

8 million voters march toward the goal of

socialism. He closed amid great applause

head of the 40,000 workingmen, the May

ors of Copenhagen, Jensen and Knudsen,

marched with their wives, followed by the

socialist councilmen and magistrates of the

city. 15 bands furnished the music. Count

less red banners floated in the breeze and

gave still more color to the lively picture.

Post office employes, street car men and

railroad men were in the procession. The

banner of the metal workers bore the iii

scription 800,000 of our members belong

to the International Union. The many sol

diers who joined the parade gave to it the

appearance of a veritable army. The crowds

applauded them enthusiastically for show
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March on, March on—

ing to the world the growing solidarity of

the working class.

When the columns of the marchers ar

rived at the Sondermarken, we found fou

platforms erected for speakers of all na

tions, who addressed the great multitude

gathered to greet the International Con

gress. Conservatively speaking 150,000

people were present. The greatest enthu

siasm swayed this ocean of humanity which

listened eagerly to the addresses of the

speakers. The celebration continued till

late into the night.

The next days of the Congress were

devoted to the earnest work of the com

missions. The main work of the Con

gresses is done, of course, by appointed

committees. Not until Thursday were

these commissions ready to report upon

their work.

At 10:15 Chairman Branting, of Sweden,

opened the second plenary session and the

uestion of Unemployment was before the

,ongress. After a debate, in which Mac

donald, Quelch, and Braun (of Austria)

took the floor, a resolution was adopted

by a large majority declaring that unem

ployment is inseparable with capitalist pro»

(luction. Within the capitalist system, not

the abolition but the diminuition of un

employment can be brought about. The

Congress asked that the efforts of the

workingmens’ organizations to help the un

employed be increased. Representatives of

the working class shall demand:

1. Statistical information regarding the

state of unemployment,

Payment of trade union wages ,

Extraordinary and financial aid in

times of industrial crises,

Unemployment must not curtail pol

itical rights,

Founding of and aid to public em

ployment agencies,

6. Diminuition of unemployment by

legal means,

7. Compulsory aid to the unemployed.

The English section abstained from voting

as, in their opinion, so Macdonald and

(21181611 Stated, the terms of the resolution

were too vague and undecisive.

In the afternoon, Jeppessen, of Norway,

9"???“
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took the chair. The resolutions of the 5th.

Commission were before the house. The

resolution of France on Unity refered to

the great results brought about by the Am

sterdam Resolution on Unity in France and

urged their example upon the national par

ties which are still divided in factions. The

Spanish resolution dealt with the case of

Ferrer and condemned the reactionary out

rages of the Spanish Government. Those

of Japan and Argentine were protests

against outlawing the proletariat by the

ruling class. The Russian outrages against

Finland were the object of another resolu

tion. Ellenbogen, of Austria, reported for

the Commission. A debate ensued carried

on by De Leon, Berger, Kalarotf and

Sakasotf, of Bulgaria, in which a little tilt

took place between the American speakers.

On September second the International

Bureau decided that the Interparliamentary

Conference be postponed until 1911. The

question whether the Independent Trade

Unions of Russian Poland whose member-

ship in consequence of persecutions by the

Czar Government has decreased from forty

to thirty thousand shall retain their one

vote of the Polish section was deferred till

the next meeting.

At 10:30 A. M. the third Plenary sitting

of the congress opened with Klausen, of

Denmark, in the chair. Ellenbogen, of

Vienna, gave the balance of the report of

the fifth Commission. Without further de

bate, the French Resolution on unity, the

Japanese, Argentine and Finland resolutions

were unanimously adopted.

Next in order was the resolution of the

3rd. Committee against war. The one

adopted by the Committee confirmed the

Stuttgart Resolution and instructed the In

ternational Bureau in case of war threaten

ing the world, to immediately take the

necessary steps to bring about concerted

action of the labor parties of the countries

concerned, to prevent an outbreak of war.

The French and English socialists and

William D. Haywood declared the resolu
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tions were. not far-reaching enough. An

amendment was brought in which read: The

congress considers as a means for the pre

vention of war the General Strike, espe

cially the walkout of trades occupied in the

production of arms and amunition. This

was adopted together with two amendments,

unanimously, amidst the cheers of the dele

gates.

The last day (if the Congress opened at

10:20 with a resolution of the Swedish

party on International Solidarity the first

point of order. This was caused by the

failure of the English trade unions to come

to their assistance in the giant lockout and

strike of the Swedish workers. This reso

lution asked that ways and means be found

to make the international solidarity of the

Workers more effective and fruitful in prac

tical results in cases of war between capital

and labor. ' '

Huggler, of Switzerland reported for the

Committee. Andersen, of England, Cohen,

of Germany, spoke. The resolution was

unanimously adopted, the English section

voting for it amid cheers.

The resolution of the 4th. Commission

the one on social legislation, which demands

sufficient financial aid to the unemployed

also to the widows and orphans and states

that by social legislation no industry is in

jured, but on the contrary, through the im

provement of the general health of the work

ing class and the higher standard of liv

ing among them, the efficiency of labor

is increased. was adopted against the votes

of the English delegation.

The resolution on the right of the asylum

on which Keir Hardie delivered a much

applauded address, one on Spain, recom

mended by Pablo Iglesias, were unanimous

ly adopted.

The last question—the cooperative move

ment, was dealt with in the afternoon. Kar

peles, of Austria, for the lst. Committee,

advocated the adoption of a resolution stat

ing that through the cooperatives the move

ment can never hope to accomplish the

emancipation of the working class, but

that they might serve as a useful weapon

in the class struggle. But, he stated that

the profits accruing from co-operatives

ought never to be paid to the members of

these societies but should be used to edu

cate the members in the philosophy of so

cialism. Where possible the co-operatives

should give financial aid to the socialist

party and to the trade unions. In every

country they should form one united body

to further the work of the revolutionary

movement.

In the debate which followed, Irving

(English) complained that in England the

socialists found the co-operative movement

had very little sympathy with the socialist

movement and contained very little social

ist spirit. The leader of the co-operativc

movement in Germany spoke on the other

side and succeeded in getting the congress

to adopt the resolution.
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Thereupon Adler, of Ausria, invited the

delegates to hold the next congress, in 191 3,

in Vienna. This invitation was accepted.

After Branting, of Sweden, Jaures, of

France, and Vandervelde, of Belgium, had

thanked the Danish comrades on behalf of

the delegates the congress closed with the

delegates singing the Marseillaise amid the

greatest enthusiasm.

In the evening of September third, the

Danish socialists gave a magnificent fare

well banquet to the delegates in the City

Hall. Over 1,500 people thronged this

beautiful building. The hospitality of our

Danish comrades knew no bounds. The

banquet was addressed by the two mayors

  

Molkenbuhr—Germany

  

Karpeles-Austria

of Copenhagen, while the strains of the

Marseillaise and the Internationale floated

through the lofty halls, which were draped

with the red banner of socialism.

The ests remained until long after mil

night. verybody was 10th to leave a scene

so filled with the spirit and the inspiration

of the revolutionary movement. But when

the hour grew very late, the delegates bade

their comrades farewell and departed to

return to their homes over all the world to

bear with them some of the enthusiasm

that flooded old Copenhagen during the

days of the International Congress.

  

James—France



  

Delegate from India

ONE expected the eighth

international Socialist con

gress to be numbered

among the gatherings

which have marked epochs

in the history of the labor

movement. The funda

mental problems about

which surged the struggles in the conven

tions of the old International and even in

the early congresses of the International So

cialist movement have been laid to rest so

far as the working-class of the world is

concerned. Proletarian thinkers no longer

marshall themselves for the battle under the

opposing banners of Socialism and Anarch

ism. Neither is it necessary in these days

to fight the political reformer in the coun

ecils of the international labor movement.

There is no call now for dramatic strug

gles like those in which Marx led the fight

against Mazzini or Bakounin. In the in

cessant class war of the past forty years

the working-claSS of the world—has learned

certain fundamental principles from the lo—

gic of events. The men and women who

labor know now what they want and they

know in general how to go about getting it.

At least they know the general direction

which all their efforts must take. The prob

lems of the immediate present are minor

ones which, it is taken for granted, are to

be solved on the basis of certain accepted

principles. Using the term in its broadest

sense they may all be said to be problems

of tactics.

  

The

International Congress

By

WILLIAM E. BOl-IM

The efforts of the working-class looking

toward its emancipation fall under three

divisions, marked by three great organiza

tions which spread over the entire civilized

world: the Socialist party, the labor unions,

and the cooperative societies. At the gath

erings of the working-class, then, there are

always two questions to be answered: How

shall the work of each one of these organ—

izations be conducted within the limits of

its own activity? and, What are to be the

relations among the three of them? These

questions involve, of course, the whole prob

lem of the relation of the revolutionary

movement of the proletariat to the pres—

ent capitalist state. In order to answer

them we must first decide just what can be

forced from the present industrial and po

litical order and what must be left to the

time when this order gives way to a higher

one. Inaddition to solving what have here

been designated as problems of tactics prac

tically all that is left for a working-class

congress to do is to take some actual part

in the particular working-class struggles

going on at the moment of meeting. The

great gathering just held at Copenhagen, for

example, represented ten millions of the

world'svoters and many millionsof the un

franchised. It was in duty bound to bring

pressure to bear in favor of all groups of

the working-class which happen now to be

in special danger or are for any other rea

son m need of support.

The agenda as finally amended by the In

ternational Socialist Bureau included only

234
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one problem of tactics which may be re

garded as fundamental, that involved in

the relation between the Socialist movement

and the cooperatives. Next to this the

most important matters set for discussion

were the methods to be used in securing

certain things which the working-class de

mands of the present industrial and political

order; the abolition of unemployment, the

abolition of war, insurance against old age,

industrial accidents, and occupational dis

eases, and the abolition of the death penal

ty. Another list of problems to be at—

tacked had to do with the inner organization

of the Socialist movement: means to be

adopted for the carrying out of resolutions

adopted by international congresses, the

organization of international solidarity, the

unity of the Socialist and labor movements

within the separate nations. So far as the

actual struggles of the working-class are

concerned the situations in Finland and

Persia were the only ones formally put

upon the program for discussion, but Ar

gentine and the Balkan region both came

in for attention before the sessions of the

congress were over.

The difficulty of discussing all these sub

jects and taking intelligent action upon

them can be appreciated when it is remem

bered that there were 887 delegates in at

tendance upon the congress. General debate

was, of course, quite out of the question.

The various headings of the agenda were

assigned to five commissions. These com—

missions began work upon the first day and

reported resolutions as early as possible.

Their resolutions were made the basis of

what little discussion the size of the gather-v

ing and the shortness of the time permitted.

This method worked as well as could be ex

pected, but the general impression carried

away by the delegates was that the congress

was unwieldly in its operations. It has been

proposed to cut down the number of dele

gates to future congresses.

The Socialist Party and the Cooperatives.

The action of the congress on the cooper

ative movement was a victory for the co—

operatives. I will set down here in full the

text of the resolution adopted 1* “In view

of the fact that the cooperative societies not

only offer their members immediate mater

ial benefits, that they are organized' to

strengthen the working-class by eliminat

ing the middleman and also carrying on

production for their own distribution, thus

educating the working-class 'for the inde

pendent direction of its own affairs and

preparing the way for the democratization

and socialization of industry, this congress

declares that the cooperative movement, even

though by itself it never can bring about

the liberation of the working-class, never

theless be an effective weapon in the class

struggle which the workers are carrying on

with the never varying purpose of conquer

ing political and economic power with a

view to socializing all the means of pro

duction and distribution, and that the work

ing class has every reason for utilizing this

weapon. The congress therefore urges all

party members and all members of labor

unions to enter actively into the cooperative

movement and to use their best efforts to

develop the cooperative societies in the di

rection of socialism, in order that the co

operative societies, instead of being a valu

able means for the organization and educa

tion of the working-class, may not be turned

into an influence which will destroy the so

cialist spirit of solidarity and discipline.

The congress therefore most earnestly urges

all party members and members of labor

unions to use their influence in their co<

 

*The only text of the resolution which I

have at hand is in German. The wording of

my English versions will, of course, not cor~

respond exactly to that of the English ver

sions submitted to the congress.
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operative societies against having the profits

all returned to the members but rather in

favor of their being used for the establish

ment of funds which will enable the so

cieties, singly or combined in their whole

sale organizations, to undertake cooperative

production, to provide for the education and

assistance of their members, to see to it that

the wages and conditions of labor of their

employes come up to the union standard,

that their own concerns are so organized

as to serve as industrial models and that in

the ordering of goods sufficient attention is

paid to the conditions under which they are

produced. To what extent the cooperative

societies should directly support the labor

unions and socialist party from the funds

at their disposal is left to the cooperative

organizations of the various countries. In

view of the fact that the service of the co

operative movement will be the greater

the stronger and more unified the movement

itself comes to be the congress declares that

the separate cooperative societies of each

country should join themselves into one

organization. The COIlgI‘CSS declares, final

ly, that it is to the interest of the working

class in its struggle against capitalism to

have the political, the labor union, and the

cooperative movements enter upon constant

l_\' closer relations without decrease in the

independence of any one of them.”

This resolution was accepted almost un—

ammously. It was opposed in the dis

cussion by the English, who maintained

that in England the cooperative movement

is anti-socialist, and by the Czechs, who

favored national cooperative organizations

instead of organization by countries. One

group of delegates favored a clause in favor

of regular contributions from the coopera

tive societies to the socialist party. Another

group urged the establishment of organic

relations between the two organizations.

War and Militarism.

The attitude of the working-class toward

war was the only subject which roused

violent feeling and led to dramatic scenes.

The resolution introduced and finally carried

is practically a repetition of the one carried

at Stuttgart three years ago. The pre

amble explains that wars are instituted by

capitalists for their own benefit and that

the working-class of one country cannot

possibly have any reason for shooting down

that of another. When it comes to suggest

ing definite action the resolution requires of

all socialist parliamentary groups to work

for international courts of arbitration, dis

armament, the abolition of secret diplomacy.

the discontinuance of the imperialistic po

licy. The paragraph about which the de—

bate finally centered is the following, taken

directly from the Stuttgart resolution:

“When there is danger of an outbreak of

war the working-classes of the countries

involved, supported by the International

Bureau. are to do their utmost, through

the utilization of the means which seem to

them the most effective, to prevent it. The

means naturally, will vary with the acute—

ness of the class-struggle and the general

political situation. Keir Hardie, of England,
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and Vaillant, of ‘France, representing the

minority of the commissions which had had

the matter under consideration, introduced

the following amendment: “The congress

regards the general strike as a means of

preventing war, particularly the refusal to

work in industries concerned with the pro

duction and transportation of munitions of

war.”

Comrade Ledebour, upon whom, as re

porter, devolved the duty of defending the

majority report of the commission, main—

tained that the Stuttgart resolution was

adequate. It advised the use of any means

“which seem effective.” That is, the general

strike or any other means. He held that

to mention the general strike would be to

prevent free choice of action by the work

ing-classes of the various nations. Under

some circumstances the general strike might

be, not only ill advised, but impossible. He

twitted the English Socialists with the fact

that they had supported the Liberal budget

and thus given their votes in favor of in

creased armaments. Moreover, he aflirmed,

the English comrades had among them some

who made violent propaganda in favor of

larger army and navy. Therefore a reso.

lution in favor of the general strike as a

weapon against international war came with

an ill grace from England.

Keir Hardie made a very etfective reply.

In the first place he explained that the

amendment did not make the genera-l strike

obligatory. It was intended merely to im

press upon the working-class the fact that

it has in the general strike a weapon which

can be effectively used if the conditions are

favorable. And as to its coming from Eng

land the English working-class was ready

to act upon it. Incidentally he explained

that the English budget is voted f0r item

by item and that the Labor members of

Parliament did not support the appropria

tions for army and navy. 'Further, he went

on to say, the jingoes in the English So

cialist movement are only two in number.

They are leaders without a following. The

English labor movement is clearly, con

sciously, opposed to all international war

and is ready to make war on war with any

means at its disposal. Comrade Hardie's

amendment was vigorously supported by

Vaillant.

Finally Comrade Emil Vandervelde (Bel

gium) moved a substitute for the Hardie

Vaillant amendment: “The congress refers

the Hardie-Vaillant amendment to the In~

ternational Socialist Bureau for further

study. The Bureau is to report upon the

propositions contained in it to the next inter—

national congress. This subsitute was un

animously carried. With the amend-ment

out of the way the main resolution was

soon carried amidst great enthusiasm.

The debate on Keir Hardie’s amendment

as well as the vote goes to show that idea

of the general strike has gained ground

since the Stuttgart congress. The Ger

mans are not quite ready to accept the
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general strike as a means of preventing war.

But they maintained their position with dif—

ficulty. Unless all signs fail the general

strike will be definitely mentioned in the

anti-war resolution adopted at the congress

of 1913.

Unemployment.

The resolution adopted on this subject,

after setting forth he fact that unemploy

ment is a necessary result of capitalism,

directed Socialist members of parliaments

to make seven rather modest demands: Sta

tistics as to the extent of unemployment,

payment of union wages, special assistance

for the unemployed in times of industrial

crises, security of political rights during un

emp10yment, government employment agen

cies, use of legal means to decrease unem

ployment, obligatory support of the unem

ployed. The English delegates insisted on

a declaration of the right to work. They

were told that under the capitalist system

there can be no such thing as the right to

work.

- Abolition of the Death Penalty.

The lack of interest in this subject showed

that there was little excuse for placing it

on the agenda. A resolution against the

infliction of death as a punishment for crime

was introduced and, of course, carried.

International Solidarity.

'A resolution first suggested by the Swed

ish Labor party was introduced and carried.

This resolution puts the international move

ment on record in favor of the international

support of great strikes. In the debate on

this subject the delegates from England

and France were forced to listen to de—

nunciations of their respective labor move

ments on account of the feeble support

given by these movements to the great

Swedish strike. The English answered

that they are poor and have no labor press

by means of Which to appeal for funds. The

French had no answer to make.

National Unity of Socialist and Labor

Movements.

A strong resolution was adopted in favor

of unity within the various national move

ments. The French comrades received high

praise for the spirit of mutual forbearance

with which they supported their unified

party. Much of the success which they

have attained was attributed to their unity

of organization. It was when this resolution

was up for discussion that the Czechish

comrades made their principal fight for aut

onomy. They maintained that they are hin

dered in their work by German domination.

They were answered that if the principle

of national autonomy were introduced into

Austria many localities would witness the

formation of as many as eight independent

labor organizations. When the resolution

was voted upon there were only two or

three delegates who sided with the Czechs.

The sentiment of the congress was over

whelmingly in favor of the minimizing of

national and racial differences in favor )f

effective organization.

There was one dramatic moment during

the discussion of this question. The repre~

sentative of the American Socialist Labor

Party, in an impassioned address, accused

the American Socialist Party of making

unity of the American Socialist movement

impossible. He supported his accusation

by telling of the attempt made by the S.

L. P. to open negotiations looking toward

the unity of the two parties. As is well

known in this country, these attempts did

not meet with success. On behalf of the

American Socialist Party answer was made

by comrades Morris Hilquit and Victor

Berger. They answered, in the first place,

by stating that it is the tactics of the S. L.

P. which have made unity impossible. The

Socialist Party cannot join itself to an or

ganization which opposes the labor move

ment of the country. And, further, they

explained to congress that unity is surely
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being brought about in America. Some ten

years ago there were two parties con

taining about 5000 members each; now

there is one party with 50,000 members

and another with something under 1000.

This looks like an approach to unity.

One of the Socialist party delegates pro

mised the assembled delegates unity would

become a fact in America before the next

international congress.

Finland, Argentine, Etc.

Strong resolutions in favor of the op

pressed working-classes in Finland, Argen

tine, Persia and the Balkan region were

introduced and, it goes without saying,

unanimously adopted. The same may be

said of a resolution in favor of the right of

the asylum in foreign lands, of those whose

only crime is political or union activity.

The next international Socialist Con

gress is to be held at Vienna.

What Does it All Mean?

The international Socialist movement is

larger than ever before. Is it as strong in

its revolutionary spirit? The quiet tenor

of the debates, the careful attention to de

tails, the lack of oratory, of fine phrases,

might give the impressron that there has

been a falling ofi‘ on this side. Moreover

it is noticeable that the “immediate de

mands" are of the most modest sort. What

does all this mean?

It does not in any sense indicate lack of

revolutionary purpose. The immediate de

mands are modest because the international

Socialist movement has given up expecting

much of the capitalistic regime either “im

mediately” or in the distant future. There

fore it asks little. And even in the consider

ation of matters touching only the inner

organization of the socialist movement the

tendency was always to “resolve” only

things which could actually be accomplished.

This means that the working class is mak

ing use of its experience in the world of

affairs. It is working for a complete eco

nomic revolution, but it knows that such a

revolution can not be achieved by “passing

“revolutionary” resolutions. Therefore it

sets itself thoughtfully, carefully to achieve

its great purpose. The eighth international

Socialist congress indicates and advance in

the consciousness of power possessed by the

working-class. ‘
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Ye sons of toil, awake to glory!

Hark, hark! what myriads bid you rise!

Your children, wives, and grandsires hoary:

Behold their tears and hear their cries,

Behold their tears and hear their cries!

Shall hateful tyrants mischief breeding,

With hireling hosts, a ruffian band,

Afi'right and desolate the land,

While peace and liberty lie bleeding!

 



Are Socialist Candidates Chosen to Lead?

By WILLIAM ENGLISH WALLING

. N his letter of acceptance,

the Socialist candidate

for Governor of Connec

ticut says that he was

“chosen to lead the cam

paign” in this State!

As far as we know,

this is the first instance

when a' Socialist has deliberately an

nounced himself as a “leader” and there

ought to be such a protest that it will be

the last. As a member of this comrade’s

local, I must protest in my own name and

that of others. But this public misrepre

sentation of the Party is of more than

local importance. Mr. Robert Hunter has

the same right to say that he was chosen

to be one of seven leaders of the National

Organization, since he is a member of

the National Executive, and indeed a bet

ter right, for there was a chance to vote

for other candidates in the National Re

ferendum, whereas there was practically

no Referendum in Connecticut, since no

other candidate appeared-on the ballot.

I suggest that the National Committee

pass a resolution to suspend Hunter for

a year or at least give him warning; for

if we are to have leaders and bosses we

shall fall below the level even of the old

parties.

It was only a few years ago that a Re

publican candidate for President dared to

claim that because of his nomination he

was the “titular head” of the Party. And

this was done by the empty-headed, self

advertising Roosevelt—who owed so

much of his success to his connections

with the four hundred and their repre

sentatives, Tom Platt and J. P. Morgan.

Do we want a Roosevelt or a Hearst in

the Socialist Party? If we don’t begin

soon to display a little manhood we will

have one whether we want him or not.

But the Republican and Democratic

Parties are reforming themselves—at

  

least to the point of doing away with

bosses. And it even seems that through

the Initiative and Referendum and the

Recall they will lower their representa

tives still another peg and make them

the mere agents, delegates or political

servants of those who elect them—the

principle which has always been sup—

p05ed to prevail in the Socialist Party.

Are we going to the boss system, while

the old parties are taking up democracy?

Even Victor Berger denies that he is a

boss. Shall we allow Hunter to pro

claim that he has been chosen to lead?

Already he is assuming the reins. With

some slight changes he has reprinted his

“Shall Socialism be Crushed,” so thor

oughly discredited by Comrades Bohn

and Bullard, with his picture on the

cover! He is rewriting the literature of

Socialism in order that Connecticut shall

get his kind of dope exclusively, and

every Socialist knows what that is. He

is providing the rural press of the State

with a series of articles on Socialism writ

ten bys— Hunter.

Through his financial ability, as a man

with multi-million connections to furnish

all this matter free as well as an automo

bile for touring purposes, he is practically

subsidizing the State Organization to the

extent of many hundreds of dollars—just

as he has been subsidizing the national

Socialist press with articles, which even

from a hack journalist would be worth

a couple of thousand dollars a year.

This is a good year in this State. The

Republicans, being regulars, are on the

down-hill. A new election law for the

first time will count the Socialist vote and

so automatically double it. The Socialist

press and speakers have done the work.

But a large share of the credit will go to

the man who has been “chosen to lead

the campaign.”
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EDITORIAL

Suppose Everything Were Reformed!

Try to imagine what America would be like

if the various well-meaning reformers were

to unite, enact the laws they are urging,

and enforce the laws. Suppose all the sa

loons were closed, side doors as well as

front doors, and that all “blind pigs” were

slaughtered, so that it would be physically

impossible for the wage-worker to waste

his substance on alcoholic beverages.. Sup

pose that all the crowded tenements with

high rents were replaced by municipal

apartment houses and cottages giving a

comfortable home to every family for ess

than ten dollars a month. Suppose that

the protective tarifi were taken off, that

sugar were to be retailed everywhere at

three cents a pound, and the prices of all.

the other necessaries of life were reduced in

proportion. And suppose all the school chil

dren were given a good square meal each

day at the expense of the wealthy tax

payers! WHAT WOULD BE THE EF

FECT ON WAGES? Even a capitalist

economist would admit what every clear

headed student of Marx knows, that wages

would fall in proportion to the reduced cost

of living, and the average wage-worker

would be no better off. In fact he would

be worse off, and that for this reason.

Where the average wage-worker wastes

part of his earnings, there is a chance for

the man who does not waste them to ac

cumulate a little surplus out of his wages

that will secure for him a little added com

fort or leisure, while if virtuous frugality

became the general rule, the good' wage

workers would underbid each other at the

factory door until the capitalist had all that

was "saved." But here we see a ray of

hope. For “overproduction” would reap

pear on a vaster scale than ever before.

“Business” would be “dead.” Millions of

people would be hungry in their model

tenements, and rather than starve they

would rebel. Even reforms can not for

ever delay the Revolution.

Why the World is Growing Mad. A

London dispatch in the Chicago Tribune

of Sept. 18 tells us that a famous expert,

Dr. Forbes Winslow, proves from official

figures that insanity in England has nearly

doubled since 1869, and predicts gloomily

that it is easy to figure the exact year when

there will be more insane people in the

world than sane. Why this increase? We

can not explain a change in social pheno

mena by conditions that have remained

constant, but only by changed conditions.

There was poverty and suffering among

the working people of England forty years

ago, no less than now. It was perhaps as

hard then as now for a wage-worker to

climb out of his class. But one great eco

nomic change has come about since 1869,

not only in England but in all the great

manufacturing countries. Industrial capi

tal has doubled and quadrupled itself, and

the new accumulations of capital have been

used and are being used to revolutionize the

processes of production. When big capital

takes hold of an industry, and applies its

tremendous resources to the production of

commodities in that industry, two things

happen. The little capitalists who previous

ly controlled it find that the value of their

plant has disappeared; it is fit only for the

scrap heap. Unless they have been so

lucky as to “get in on the ground floor”

with the big capitalists, they are ruined. And

no little capitalist in any little industry can

be sure that his turn may not come next.

What is more important, the skilled labor

ers who have earned enough to keep their

families in comparative comfort under old

methods of production find themselves sud

denly reduced to the level of the lowest

workers when organized capital takes con

trol. And no workingman knows when this
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may be his fate. Look at the faces you pass

on a city street. ANXIETY is written on

nearly every one. Anxiety unrelieved means

insanity sooner or later. The London doc

tor sees clearly what must happen unless

there is a remedy. And the only remedy is

revolution. Let us preserve our sanity and

abolish the capitalist.

People Who Think they are Capitalists.

A capitalist is one who has capital. He is

a capitalist of importance exactly propor

tioned to the amount of capital he controls.

It is not pleasent to be a wage-worker, and

naturally many of them are ambitious to be

capitalists. Itlooks easy,especiallyifyou have

a superficial knowledge of socialist econo—

mics. You can make each day goods worth

$10.00; you get $2.00 in wages; what seems

simpler, if you can get old of a little capital,

then to hire another wage slave and make

all the profit on your own labor and his?

But experience will ultimately teach the

would-be capitalist what he might also have

learned from Marx, that competition un

der capitalism so adjusts prices that on the

average the little capitalist can get only

enough for his product to pay his em~

ployees’ wages, his own wages if he works,

and the average rate of profit on whatever

may be the amount of capital he has. In

America today, the average rate is probably

not far from 10% per year. If then our

would-be capitalist shows good judgment

in adapting his goods to the market, and

has $1,000, he may reasonably expect to

earn in a year $100 more than if he c0n

tinued to work for wages. On the other

hand, if his judgment is bad, he will soon

lose his $1,000. The pitiful thing is that a

man so situated usually thinks of himself

as a capitalist and helps the big capitalists

against the wage-workers in every fight. In

reality he owns only a job, and a precarious

one. Better wages and shorter hours for

the wage-workers would indirectly result

in improving his own condition; lower

wages and longer hours for the wage

workers would react unfavorably on him.

He, like them, is a slave to the capitalist

system, and nothing but revolution will set

him free. His interests are with the work

ing class, but his prejudices and habits are

usually such as to make him a nuisance in

a working class movement. ‘Fortunately,

capitalism is rapidly forcing men of this

type back into the ranks of the wage-work

ers, where they absorb a class instinct that

is a wonderful help to clear thinking.
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Japan. The Crushing Out of Socialism.

Under date of August 28 our German

organ, Vorwaerts, published a letter from

Comrade Katayama, one of the most valiant

fighters in the Japanese movement. He

wrote to explain why Japan would not be

represented at Copenhagen. The letter tells

its OWn story: “Our Socialist movement

is destroyed, many of us are in jail, and

there is no longer any~ freedom of speech

or action for a Socialist. Continued perse

cutions has driven some of us to despera

tion. Just now we suffer the most cruel

oppression as a result of a reputed anarchist

uprising. At one stroke seven Socialists

(perhaps some of them were anarchists)

were incarcerated. Since then one arrest

has followed fast upon another. There is

no possibility of computing the number of

those imprisoned. Every day Socialists are

arrested and their houses are searched.

Every one of us is dogged by detectives;

sometimes as many as eight are set to watch

a single person. I myself am constantly

watched by a ruffian and hindered in my

work.

Our paper, the Socialist News, is sub

jected to the strictest censorship. The po

lice pursue our subscribers and try to turn

them against us. In spite of all this we

have managed to keep alive during three

hard years. But it is very doubtful whether

we can longer continue the fight; for today

practically all the Socialists in this country

are in jail under one pretext or another.

SO far as Socialists are concerned there

are no constitutional guarantees. Judges

and police are alike opposed to us. The

working-class is crushed under foot and

there is no longer any possibility of organ

ization or agitation. We cannot work open

ly, and secret propaganda exposes one con

stantly to criminal proceedings.

I would gladly have attended the Inter

national Congress, but, as you see, it is out

of the question; for today there is no So

cialist organization in Japan. Personally I

have suffered everything during the past

three years. All my property I have de

voted to the cause, and now it is only with

greatest difficulty that I support my family.

I pray you to tell the comrades at the

Copenhagen Congress of our terrible con

dition.”

England. The Labor Party Fiasco.

The worst feature of the situation in which

the Labor Party finds itself is not the diffi—

culty about the support of its parliamentary

representatives. It is true that for the pres

ent the party has a serious practical prob

lem to meet. The Lords have decided that

labor unions have no legal right to tax

members for the support of representatives

in Parliament. At their recent congress the

unions boldly faced the situation by declar

ing that the law would have to be changed.

They now have a fine fight on their hands.

And that is surely nothing to feel gloomy

about.

Australia. No Compromise. The third

annual conference of the Socialist Feder

ation of Australasia met at Melbourne in

June. The federation is made up of four

Austrlian organizations and the Socialist

party of New Zealand. It was organized

in 1907 in direct opposition to the Labor

party. The Queensland andI West Aus

tralian Socialists were unwilling to give up

their membership in the Labor Party, and

the Socialist Labor Party also refused to

join. The Federation has about a thousand

members in Australia.

The conference declared again for indus

trial unionism though it did not, as in
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1907, indorse the Industrial Workers of the

\Vorld. But the chief problem to demand

attention was the form of political tactics to

be adopted by the organizations making up

the Federation. The Labor party is at

present in command of the political situa

tion. The Socialists are nearly everywhere

too weak to put candidates in the field.

Federal candidates are required to make a

deposit of 25 pounds, state candidates as

much as fifty pounds. With a membership

of only a thousand the socialist organization,

it is clear, cannot often indulge in the lux

ury of a candidate. In the last federal elec

tion it put up only one representative to bid

for popular favor at the polls. This situa

tion makes the problem of the use of the

ballot a very pressing one for our Austra

lian comrades. Shall a Socialist abstain

from voting when he cannot give his vote

to a member of his own party or shall he

feel at liberty to support any candidate who

in some sense represents the working-class?

The Socialist Federation of Australiasia says

that he must under no circumstances vote

for other than a member of a revolutionary

Socialist party. Moreover the Conference

(lid not leave it to the members to decide

whether the candidates of the Labor Party

are to be regarded as revolutionists. It de

fined a revolutionary Socialist party as “any

party which bases its propaganda on a re

cognition of the class-struggle and declares

for the Socialist republic, i. e., the socializa

tion of the means of production, distribu

tion and exchange and has no program of

palliatives.” The Labor Party has at times

advocated the ultimate socialization of the

means of production, but its efforts have

been directed toward securing palliatives for

present conditions. Therefore it cannot be

brought under the definition. The defini

tion was, however, deliberately worded so

as to include the Socialist Labor Party.

There is some dissatisfacton with the action

of the conferences and the Socialists of Vic

toria have called for a referendum.

Nevertheless the labor members are visibly

depressed. The capitalist papers either ig

nore them or reassure the country by saying

they are really no worse than Liberals. And

the Labor members have hardly a word to

say for themselves.

What is the matter? They' have been

saying all along that by being polite, by

agreeing to bring forward their measures

only at proper times, they would in the end

achieve something. Now parliament has

been adjourned and they have nothing to

show. They voted for the budget, they

agreed to put off the matter of unemploy

ment till the Liberals were ready—and the

matter of unemployment has not been taken

up. Toward the end of the session Liberals

and Conservatives began to draw together

and Laborites began to be more and more

left out of the reckoning. It is safe to say

that Pablo Iglesias, single handed in the

Spanish Cortes, has made more of an im

pression on the world than the entire Labor

group. It is a sad thing to record, but is

evident that in Parliament the English La

bor leaders are not fighting men. In many

matters of theory they are admirably clear

and On the rostrum their voices often ring

true for working-class advance. But in the

hall of Parliament they have not dared to

face the representatives of capitalism and

make a fair fight for their constituents.

Austria. A Divided Proletariat. Since

the troubles of the Austrian Socialist and

labor movement have been aired at the In

ternational Congress at Copenhagen they

have begun to attract attention of the entire

working-class world. For us in America

where the working-class has constantly to

struggle with the problem of nationalities

and tongues they have a peculiar interest.

It may be worth while.'therefore, to look

into the Austrian situation and see what it

has to teach.

The Austrian working-class is chiefly

made up of Germans, Czechs. Polish, Ital

ians, Slovanians, and Ruthuanians. The

Germans, are of course, in the majority,

with the Czechs coming second. Out of

about 500,000 members of the various Aus

trian labor unions the Czechs can claim

something over I 50,000. Some idea of the

relative strength of the various nationalities

can be gained from the following table of

labor papers published in the various lan

guages: German, 50; Czechish, 38: P01

ish_, 10; Italian, 5; Slovanian, 3; Ruthu

aman, I.

It has sometimes been maintained that

these various nationalities are as distinct

in language and manner of thought as the

Germans and French and that therefore

they should have autonomous labor move

ments. If each one of them occupied a

separate territory and had separate indus

trial problems to meet, this reasoning would
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be correct. But this is not the case. While

various national groups maintain their separ

ate ways of life they are not (territorially)

separate. In Bohemia, German and Czechish

villages lie side by side while in the large

cities Germans and Czechs work and live

together. Industrially, of course, there can

be little division . The various races are

impartially exploited by the same masters.

And among the masters, at least so far as

industry is concerned, there are no race

lines. Suppose, then, we have have seven

working-class organizations fighting one em

ployer or one employers’ association. The

disadvantages of such an arrangement are

not open to discussion. Theoretically, at

least, there is every reason why racial and

national differences should be forgotten.

But, strange to say, as the labor move

ment has developed, these differences have

been more and more emphasized. It is true

that the union movement grew separately

in each of the different nations, but the long

struggle for existence forced the various

organizations to unite themselves into one.

Since 1897 the Austrian Social Democratic

party has been composed of seven organiza

tions joined in a federation something like

that made up by the parties of the various

states of the German empire. For a long

time they got on very well. But with in

creasing numbers and power their troubles

and dissentions increased. For thirteen

years now there have been Socialistrepre

sentatives in the Austrian parliament. These

representatives have had to declare them

selves upon issues involving the struggle

between nationalities. ‘For example there

were bills introduced providing funds for

the support of Czechish schools in territory

where the majority of the inhabitants are

of some other nationality. Such a proposal

would be supported by the Czechs in oppo

sition to the other members of the Socialist

group. And in their campaigns the Social

ist candidates found that they were put at

a disadvantage by their internationalism.

They could gain votes by standing for na

tional causes. In course of time they came

to do this more and more. The natural re

sult was the Socialist parliamentary group

broke up into opposing factions. In 1905

the party congress divided on the same

lines.

At first this division along national lines

was limited to the political party. Now, how

ever, it has extended itself to the labor

unions and cooperatives. Here it is, in

general, only the Czechs who demand separ

ate organizations. Among the metal work

ers, textile workers and wood workers they

have started national unions. On the in

dustrial field they have not been as success—

ful as on the political. Nevertheless they

have now some 40,000 members in their

organization as against 118.000 Czechs who

still belong to the central body.

On the political field the break between

Germans and Czechs has become so pro—

nounced that recently at Brunn-stadt the

Czechish Socialists adopted a resolution call

ing upon comrades of their nation in the

parts of the country predominately German

to name candidates to oppose those put up

by the regular organization. If this is done

we shall have—Socialists of one race fight

ing those of another for the same seats in

parliament.

In the face of a great struggle like this

it would be worSe than useless to lay blame

upon any nation or group. More than this.

it would be contrary to all Socialist theory.

Here, as everywhere, the Socialist must try

first of all to understand. The whole situa

tion seems to have resulted from the inevit~

able political and industrial development of

the Czechish nation. The Czechs. proletar

ians as well as bourgeoisie, feel themselves

abused and oppressed . While this tends to

fill them with a finer revolutionary spirit

than that which at present annimates thg

Germans it also makes them impatient of

the domination of a German majority. The

conflict in some form or other is inevitable.

The only thing which can put an end to it

is further industrial development or a truer

recognition of development which has al

ready taken place. Intellectually, temper

amentally German and Czech may differ;

if they differ industrially it will not be for

long. Like conditions of labor will teach

like manners of thought. In the meantime

national differences retard the victory of

the working class. .
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BY MAX S. HAYES.

The A. l“. of L. convention meets in St.

Louis next month and will be in session

two weeks. From all appearances there

will be fewer jurisdictional controversies

injected into the proceedings than usual,

as quite a number of the trades have set

tled their differences by mutual agree

ment or merging organizations. The in

ternal row among the electrical workers

will undoubtedly come before the body

again, as no settlement has been made.

Some of the printing crafts will advocate

the formation of a trades department, as

will also some of the unions in the cloth—

ing industry, and it is likely that the

Western Federation of Miners will have

delegates in the convention and join the

United Mine Workers in forming a min

ing department to look after the interests

of the men employed in and about the

mines.

There is some talk again of introducing

resolutions to force the A. F. of L. to

father the formation of a Labor party,

but just where the promoters of such a

plan are going to get their support is diffi

cult to discover unless the conservatives

are converted to their ideas, which is high

ly improbable. It is a cinch that those

among the delegates who are |Socialists

will not take very kindly to the Labor'

party scheme. They know that socialism

is making great headway in this country

at present, and that a Labor party enter

ing the field with a populistic reform plat

form would tend to retard rather than aid

their cause. There will be no material

change in the composition of the execu

tive council.

The victory of the New York cloak

makers was one of the most magnificent

triumphs ever scored by working people

in this country. When it is considered

that 75,000 persons, poorly organized and

with practically no funds on hand, en

gaged in a contest with employers having

millions behind them and the support of

the police powers and the press and their

class generally, 'and then enforced almost

revolutionary demands for union recogni

tion, higher wages, the 50-hour week,

abolition of sweating and minor reforms,

it must be conceded by the most bitter la—

bor-hater that the outcome was' a glorious

achievement that will become historic.

The battle-ground and the time and

other details of the contest were well

chosen by those who directed the fight,

and the added advantage that the prin

ciples of industrialism were rigidly ad

hered to, in that the shops were emptied

of every worker irrespective of craft “au

tonomy” and kept empty, made the strike

one of the most interesting that ever oc

curred anywhere and victory was almost

a certainty if the lines could be kept in

tact.

It should be jotted dOWn as a matter

of record that what the bosses believed

to be the most brilliant dash in their cam

paign and with which it was hoped to

turn the tide and score a signal victory,

resulted in an utter rout and complete

surrender.

When the bosses believed the strikers

were exhausted because of lack of finan

cial assistance and ready to return to

work under almost any terms, they made

the superme blunder of having their “Jus

tice” Goff hurl his injunction and declare

the union shop illegal. Instead of stam

peding the workers and turning the battle

into a panic, the cloakmakers became tru

ly electrified and fought their opponents

more fiercely than ever. Then came the

second costly blunder. In desperate effort

to recover from their amazement at the

ineffectiveness of their “justice,” the bos

ses and their legal and newspaper hire

lings sought to sow the seeds of dissen

tion by charging that the Socialists were

responsible for all the trouble, that they

refused to permit a settlement to be made

between the kind masters and the work

ers whom they loved, and were deliberate
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1y defying the law as laid down by Golf.

The Gofi injunction and the charges

that followed revived the militant spirit of

the workers to such a degree of enthusi

asm that the manufacturers realized that

the jig was up and nothing but capitulation

was in order. And so they came across.

But the cloakmakers of New York can

make up their minds that their victory

will prove a mighty empty one if they do

not stick tight to their unions. They have

been organized before—many times——

went out on general strikes, gained some

temporary concessions, dropped out of

their unions, and then were gradually

forced back into the 01d rut. The work

ers ought to be ready to walk out on strike

,again at the drop of a hat. Then the

bosses will keep their agreements, other

wise not.

Moreover the cloakmakers can make

the whole United States respect them, as

well as their bosses, 'by electing Meyer

London to Congress in the ninth district

of New York and roll up a smashing big

vote for the whole Socialist ticket next

month.

The loss of the great strike against the

United Steel Corporation by the iron,

steel and tinplate workers, after a heroic

struggle of fourteen months, is a deplor

able outcome. The workers in no other

trade have put up such a splendid battle

or made more sacrifices in a contest with

a huge combine of capital than did the tin

plate workers, and they deserved a better

fate than to be forced to surrender uncon

ditionally and acknowledge themselves

slaves 0f the open shop, without the right

to organize.

And yet the political demagogues, from

Roosevelt down, bluster and bray about

the American workingman being “free and

independent,” and raise their hands in

holy horror when they think and talk

about the “pauper labor” in foreign coun

tries!

This is the thanks that the men of the

mills are receiving after their years and

years of shouting and voting for a protec

tive tariff and the grand old parties to

enrich the Carnegies and Coreysl They

have not only had their wages hammered

t0 the level of a bare existence for their

hard, exacting toil, but are forbidden the

right of associating with their fellow

workers for their mutual benefit.

It is a sorrowful spectacle indeed to ob

serve the millions upon millions piled up

and still piling up for a parasitical few,

while the toiling thousands are helplessly

enslaved and dare not call their' souls their

own. It is unbelievable that the iron,
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to hear what he has to say in his latest proclamation,

“Hall to the Revolution!" It is a greeting, a message,

and a call to arms. It is a direct address to every

member 0! the Old Guard. It is a backward hall to

every comrade who has met or heard him during his

present or preceding tour. Every line is a live-wire.

This is Dehs‘ masterpiece—and it's written for YOU.

It makes a magnificent campaign docuinent. N0

greater propaganda literature ever was printed. Two

new and remarkable portraits of Debs by Comrades

Ryan Walker and Edward Scholl. The cover design

also is by Scholl. and is in three colors. In addition

there is a brilliant portrayal of Debs by Walter Hurt

that gives intimate revelations of his character. Among

countless other things never before told. there isafull

exposition of his religious beliefs, which settles that

ancient controversy. Don‘t fail to get this new Debs

Book—it’s IMPORTANT. Price, 15 cents; two for 25

cents (no stamps),

Progress Publishing Co.

Box 304 ;- WiLLlAMSBURG, o.
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steel and tinplate workers are' quite stupid

enough to continue the foolish policy of

voting more power into the hands of their

oppressing master class.

It is almost useless, for the present at

least, to discuss the matter of reorganiza

tion along broad industrial lines. Those

who understand the methods and in

fluences that obtain in the steel trust

know that it is practically impossible to

' gain a safe foothold in the shambles of

that heartless combine, with its myriads

of spies everywhere and its blacklists that

are wielded unmercifully, with which the

slightest move to organize is ruthlessly

stamped out at the first sign.

The only immediate hope that the iron,

steel and tinplate workers have is in arous

ing their fellow-workers and making com

mon cause with the Socialist party to cap

ture the mill districts and placing class

conscious workers in control of the police

power with which to cover future efforts

to organize industrially. If the men of

the mills will make one—tenth of the effort

and sacrifice upon the political field that

they did in their long strike they will win

a strategic point that will strike constern

ation to the very heart of trustdom. The

ballot is still free and secret but it may

not remain so very long unless it is used

properly instead of abused, as heretofore,

No less pleasing was the victory of the

Illinois miners than that of the cloak

makers in New York. After a contest of

nearly four months the operators surren

dered every point in controversy, and

today the Illinois organization is more

powerful than at any time in its history.

The operators had hoped against hope

that the internal differences among the

miners would lead to division and disin

tegration, but when the special conven_

tion at Indianapolis endorsed the Illinois

str‘l'ke and voted to levy $1 per capita each

week to finance the fight, the capitalists

knew that the end had come.

Although there has been considerable

talk on both sides that the U. M. W. is

being disrupted by the other fellows and

that ruination stares the unions in the

face, the charges and counter-charges are

being pretty well discounted by the rank

and file, which is a pretty satisfactory situ

ation and shows that the members are

more cool-headed than some of the so

called leaders and don't intend to split to

pieces in order to fulfill the pessimistic

predictions of some of the prophets.

That there is going to be a great fight

for control in the U. M. W. at the coming

election is a certainty. President Lewis

is to be opposed by John P. yVhite, of

Iowa, former vice-president, and McCul

loch, of Michigan, will be the Lewis candi

date for secretary against Green, of Ohio.

Frank Hayes, of Illinois, will probably

have no opposition for vice-president. It

will be an interesting contest.

The immaculate J. J. Kirby, Jr., presi

dent of the National Association of Manu—

facturers, who can howl by the hour about

the alleged lawlessness of the working

class, was arrested at Dayton, Ohio, for

breaking the child labor law and fined $50

and costs. Kirby is without the shadow of

doubt one of the most shameless indi

viduals in this country, and, therefore, the

proper person to fill the position that he

does. Several years ago an employ‘e of the

Kirby shop was arrested for stealing brass

and he testified on the witness stand that

he was paid but $7 per week and was com

pelled to steal in order to keep his family

from starving to death.

C. W. Post, the Battle Creek union

smasher and pal of the melodorous Kirby,

also continues to perform for the edifica

tion of the populace. Post didn’t like the

way the Buck Stove & Range Co. settled

its troubles with organized labor and

brought suit in the United States Court

for an injunction to prevent the signing

 

Gene-ll to Revellflon, Ladd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..80.25

Might is Right. Redbeard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .50

Law of Population, Besant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .25

Raphael's Key to Astrology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .25

Complete Lectures 0t Ingersoll, cloth . . . . .. 1.00

Theosophy. what it is and what it is not... .15

God Exists, Almond, 52 pp . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .50

The Evolution of the Devil, Frank . . . . . . .. .25

Age of Reason. Paine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .25

lngersoll‘s Famous Speeches . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .35

Capt. Morgan's Expose Masonic Secrets... .25

Stamps taken. Engelke, 857 N. Clark st.. Chicago.
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of the agreement and also for $750,000

damages. Post’s case was thrown out of

court.

For the benefit of the Kirby’s and Post’s

it might be mentioned that at the inter

national convention of marine workers

held in Copenhagen it was reported that

at the great strike of seamen and dock

workers at Antwerp some 10,000 strike

breakers were branded with an india rub

ber stamp by their masters. It would be a

very fine question to be considered at the

forthcoming convention of the National

Association of Manufacturers of adopting

that style in this country.

The coal operators in the Irwin field of

Pennsylvania, who locked out their min

ers last spring, evicted them from their

poor hovels and kept thousands of men,

women and children on the verge of star

vation for many months, have raised a

brand new issue in this country. The

operators proceed upon the consistent

capitalistic theory that they and their

class are the real owners of these United

States of America, and that to revolt

against their rule is treason. Therefore,

the operators have brought action against

Francis Feehan, president of the miners’

district organization, and others for se

dition and also to recover damages for the

$1,000,000 that they admit having lost by

locking out and torturing their employes.

Certainly if the master class cannot

starve the workers to death when they

take the notion to do so, or at least com

pletely enslave them and force them to

work under whatever conditions they dic

tate, they have a large—sized grievance

and their politicians in power should rem

edy matters, as that is why they are placed

in office. ’—

Down in Connecticut a scab clothing

firm has sued the Hartford Central Labor

Union, the Socialist party, garment work

ers and others for $15,000 damages for

boycotting and picketing. Under the Sher

man law, if the concern wins, it can col

lect $45,000 and costs of prosecution. This

is the first time the Socialist party has

been dragged into a suit of this kind and

the progress of the case will be watched

with interest.

Diner Lucy and her awful disclosures at the

Nowhall convent, price 100. Maria Monk, cloth,

75c; Super, 50c; stamps taken. The Liberty Co..

Sta. ., Box 4, Cleveland, Ohio.
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New Rupture Cure

Don‘t Wear a Trunn.

Brook's Appliance. New dis

cOvery. Wonderful. No obnoxi

ous springs or pads. Automatic

Air Cushions. Hindu and draw

the broken parts together no

you would a broken limb. No

salves_ No lymphol. No lies. Dur

able, eheap. Sent on trial. Pat.

Sept. lb, 1901.

(atnlogue Free.

0. E. BROOKS. 3184 Brooln

Building, Mari-hall, Michigan.

 

 

“The Wage Worker”

The only 3 color “Roughneck” monthly

on earth. Main article, now running

“BELO‘V THE DEAD LINE”

created such a sensation that last issue

was exhausted on Sept, 6th.

HOT STUFF! DON’T MISS THIS.

Subscription $1.00 - Sample copy 100.

Address: “THE WAGE WUBKER", 8011855. 801ml, Wlsll.
 

 

International Language. Booklet 'containing

Grammar and Elements of Esperanto for two

cent stamp, fr ~m Arthur Baker, 701 East

Fortieth Street. Chicago. Complete compendium

for home study. with propaganda magazine one

year, 81.60.
 

Comrade-n: Don’t throw your dull Gillette

Safety Razor blnden away. I sharpen them 101'

25c per dozen, including return postage. Gua

ranteed as good as new. Wrap well and mail.

Fox, 908 Filbert St., Philadelphia Pa. Mention

the Review.

 

Agentn. Make $8,000 a yenr. Be your oWn

boss.~ Easy, fascinating, steady work. No can

vasdng. Plan creates sensation. Particulars.

free. Dallas Specialty Co.. 158 Commerce St..

Room 3, Upstairs, Dallas, Texas.

 

RUBBER STAMPS, STENCILS,

NOTARY a- SOCIETY SEALS,

SOLID RUBBER TYPE ETC.,

MANUFACTURED BY

A. STE NHOUSE & (30..

79 S. CLARK ST., CHICAGO, lLL.

Special prices to readers of this magazine.

$10

 

Monthly and expenses to trustworthy

men and women to traVel and distribute

samples: his: manufacturer. Steady

work, S.Sciiet‘[er, Treas.MHi53, Chicago
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Fifth Ward Pr0paganda League-Muncie, Ind.

Growing in Muncie. The socialists in Mun

cie started their meetings at the homes of

the different comrades until May 30th. when

they moved into their present headquarters,

which are airy and commodious, and will seat

300 people. The comrades are now giving

lectures and getting the best speakers possible,

and at all their meetings they are turning folks

away because the hall is not large enough.

Local Muncie started with twelve members

and now has eighty-threeI twenty of whom

are women_who are among the most earnest

and active workers for the organization At

present the comrades are engaged on a plan

for carrying on a house to house distribution

of literature. Comrade Harman is Chairman

of the Local; James Conley secretary, William

Conley treasurer and Comrade Ellis is the

literary agent. Fraternally Geo. Turner.

To fight Diaz. A. I. Villarreal writes us

that the Mexican refugees—recently liberated

from prison, are about to start a newspaper

as “a vehicle of our agitation, as a hub of

the fighting organization that we propose to

build." Comrade Villarreal advises us that

the Mexican comrades desire very earnestly

to start with a circulation of 10,000 Subscrip

tions. The paper will be printed in Spanish,

at Los Angeles. Subscription rates will be

$2.00 a year; $1.10 for six months.

A. I. Villarreal. Address 420 “I. 4th. St., Los

Angeles, Calif.

It looks rather warlike to See the soldiers'

tents pitched near the station at Brockville,

Ontario, Canada, and fifty Government mur

derers marching around with gun and bayonet

ready to tackle the Grand Trunk strikers. One

soldier who refused to take up arms against

the strikers was up for court marshal last night

but he refused to allow Col. Wm. Buell settle

his case but appealed to the district. Isn't it

a funny world! Sometimes the people are

hanged for murder and again they are court

marshalled for refusing to kill striking work

men. By L. S. G. Such things are putting the

workers wise. They are refusing to serve in

the armies of Capitalism. They are refusing

to shoot down the men and women of the

working class. They are developing class

consciousness, and when the workers stand

together AS A CLASS the supremacy of Capi

talism will be at an end.

The Francisco Ferrer Assn. in New York

City plans to partake of the world-wide cele

bration to honor the memory of Prof. Ferrer,

on October 13th. One of the aims of the

Association is the establishment of such schools

in America as Ferrcr founded and gave his

life for in Spain. Those interested are re

quested to address Dr. E. B. Footc, 120 Lex

ington Ave, New York, N. Y.
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Warren Meeting, Dayton, Ohio.
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Somerset, Kentucky. The above is a photo

of some comrades who attended the recent

convention at Somerset, Ky.: Comrade S. V.

Brents, congressional candidate for Clinton

County, State Secretary Lanferseik, of New

port and several others. Somerset Local is

still young but the Comrades are planning to

carry on a whirlwind educational campaign,

selling books and literature and offering lec

tures and speeches besides. Keep your eyes

on Somerset.

  

Photo by S. E. Snyder

WORKERS OF THE WORLD UNITE.

Workers of the World unite!

And make your heavy burden light;

Let Tyranny fade away,

Let us see the better day.

The day when everyone must work

They’ll get nothing, those who shirk,

Those who do all will et the all,

Those who do little wifi get the small

And everything will be alright,

If the workers of the world unite.

From our little Comrade

Malvina Milder, San Francisco.

To New Readers. The paid circulation

of the Review is growing by leaps and

bounds, and this issue will reach several

thousand new readers. To these we want

to sa what our old readers know well,

name y, that the Review belongs not to any

capitalist, but to a co-operative association

of working people, who draw no dividends

and expect none. If you want the Review

' to continue and improve, send your dollar

for a year’s subscription, and get others

to subscribe. As explained on the last

page of cover, we will in return for your

trouble send you some of the best Socialist

books ever published. Lend a hand, and

inside a year we shall have a hundred

thousand circulation, and shall be able to

compete with the big capitalist magazines

in quantity as well as quality.



PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT

Campaign Ammunition. Only a few

weeks remain before election. These

few weeks are a most favorable time

to scatter Socialist literature, and we

offer the right kind at prices so low

that you can afford to give it away. Stick

ers are the cheapest possible propaganda,

for each one, pasted on a freight car, on

a lamp post, or in some other conspicuous

place, is likely to be read by many people.

We will mail 100 assorted stickers, each

three inches square, for 10c.; 100 each of

six different kinds for 50¢. Center Shot

Leaflets, four pages each, are supplied in

seven different titles at 10c. a hundred or

30c. a thousand, expressage prepaid. Sam

pl'es free on request. Our Pocket Library

of Socialism, about fifty different titles, in

cluding “What to Read on Socialism", will

be sent by express prepaid for $1.00 a

hundred assorted as desired, or for $7.00

a thousand, assorted among not to exceed

ten titles. A complete set mailed for $1.00.

Ten Cent Books. Some of the best

Socialist books in any language are pub

lished at this low price. We particularly

recommend the following for use during

the campaign.

The Question Box, Eastwood.

Fred Warren's Defiance t0 the Federal

Courts.

The Communist Manfcslo, Marx and

Engels.

Value, Price and Profit, Marx.

Socialism, Utopian and Scientific, Engels.

Socialism and Revolution, Deville.

Socialism Made Easy, Connolly.

Unionism and Socialism, Debs.

Class Struggles in America, Simons.

The Socialists, Spargo.

The Socialist Movement, Vail.

The Wolves. Illustrated, VVason.

\Ve will mail these 12 books or 12 copies

of any one of them on receipt of $1.00 or

will send by express prepaid 100 assorted

from this list on receipt of $5.00. Sell

half of them, and you have your money

back.

BoundVolumes of the Review. Volumes

I, II and III of the International Socialist

Review are practically out of print. We

have a very few of each in cloth binding

which we hold at $5.00, with no discount

to any one. Of the remaining seven vol

umes, IV to X inclusive, taking in all the

issues of the Review from July, 1903 to

 
  

_Iune, 1910, we have just a hundred sets

which we will sell while they last at $7.00

each, expressage included. Single volumes

will cost $2.00 each, except that as we have

a surplus of Volume VIII, we will mail

a copy of this to any address on receipt

of $1.00. The purchaser may then if he

chooses, order the other six volumes at

$6.00 within thirty days. These low prices

will be withdrawn as soon as a hundred

sets have been sold. and the price of the

volumes then remaining will be advanced

to $5.00 each. N0 Socialist library is com

plete without a set of the Reziew, and this

is the last chance to secure it on favorable

terms. This announcement will not ap

pear again.

 

 

I won Socialist Books and Pamphlets
{ AT BARGAIN PRICES

Have you any books to sell or exchange?

Old books and out-of-print pamphlets

on socialism, anarchism, radicalism, a

specialty.

LIBERTY BOOK STORE

(William McDevitt.l

1280 Goldengate Av. SAN FRANCISCO.
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Books by Paul Lafargue

This writer has for a generation been one of the ablest and most

prominent writers in the Socialist movement of France. There is a clear

ness, energy and vivacity about his style that makes his books easy and

entertaining, even when treating subjects that usually require hard study.

The Evolution of Property shows

how the landlords and capitalists

have gained possession of the

world’s wealth, produced by the

workers, and how the workers

have been robbed through the

ages down to the present day.

President Taft said in a recent

speech:

“The issue that is beinz framed as it

  

.-—~1—?ssra.-wz!
  

seems to me is the issue with respect to the

institution of private property. There

are those who charge to that institution

the corporate abuses, the greed and the

corruption that grew out of those abuses,

the unequal distribution of property, the

poverty of some and the undue wealth of

others and. therefore, any we will have

none of it and we must have a now rule

of distribution that f want of a better

we shall call socialism.’

If you want the charges against

the institution of private property,

to which Mr. Taft refers, with

the historical evidence that proves

them, read The Evolution ofProp

e-rt-y. Cloth, 50c.

Social and Philosophical Studies is

a later work of equal interest.

In it Lafargue shows why it is

that capitalists usually believe in

some sort of religion, while wage

‘ workers in the great machine in

dustries are usually materialists. He also explains the origin of the ideas

of “justice” and “goodness,” showing that the “good” man, from

Homer’s time until now, has been the man with the “goods.” Cloth, 50c.

The Right to be Lazy is a brilliant volume of satires that will jar you into

thinking if you have a sense of humor. This volume includes Lafargue’s

famous address entitled “Socialism and the Intellectuals.” Cloth, 50c.

The Sale of an Appetite is a realistic story of Paris, daintily illustrated,

printed and bound. Cloth, 50c.

Any of these books will be mailed on receipt of price, or we will mail any

two of them FREE to any one sending us $1.00 with the name of a NEW

 

 

yearly subscriber to the International Socialist Review. Address

Charles H. Kerr & Company Mggllgggesm'
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YOU NEED 6

and ,you want it delivered promptly at the

time agreed. Therefore, would it not be a

good business move to place your printing

orders with a modern, well=equipped estab=

lishment, and take no risk of disappoinment?

We will be pleased to quote prices on any=

thing that can be printed, large or small.

JOHN F. HIGGINS

OLDBST STRICTLY UNION PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT IN CHICAGO

279 TO 285 E. MONROE ST., CHICAGO

ooo PRINTING

 

 

 

u- GET THE :

Chautauqua ldea
 
 

Don’t read at random. Read a de

finite course. Train your attention

upon a group of related topics.

Learn about “Democratic Eng

land” this year, A reading set of

Magazine-teacher and four books.

complete in itself. Four such

courses of the Chautauqua cycle,

read in spare minutes, will give

the college outlook, renew the

early vision of liberal culture, bring

that comprehensive understanding

of world movements which makes

for personal efficiency. Course

neither difiicult nor expensive.

Begin Now.

For particulars address

CHAUTAUQUA INSTITUTION

Chautauqua, New York

 
 

Learn ‘ About England

 

Pennsylvania Comrades

“ATTENTION”

The Great Need 01’ the Socialist Party of

Pennsylvania is a State wide means of expres

sion. A State Paper. .

Wisconsin, Oklahoma, and several other states

have proven this the most effective method of

building up our organization.

The Comrade has answered the call, and here

after will be published as a state paper. Sub~ -

scription price per year 50 cents, six months,

25 cents.

Get busy Comrades and let’s buld up a. circula.

tion and organization that We can be Juitly

proud of.

The Comrade,

122 “on 120. st, Eric, P...

A PARTY OWNED PAPER

 

 

 

Made to order, with your own photo.

name and address. Can give you lodge

» emblems of any kind, also photos of

prominent men or women, ships. tame

or wild animals, musical instruments,

machinery, flags, actors or actresses.

vehicles of any kind, all real photo

graphs. Handles are absolutely inde

structible. Written guarantee with each

knife and razor. Knife with comrade

Debs and Warren and emblem, with

your name and address, two blades,

zents’ size, 81.50, three blades $1.75,

four blades $1.85; Ladies‘ three blades,

$1.30; razrir $3.50; ronm for eight p110»

tos, no charge for photos I have. add

25 cts for your own: state it you want

medium or heavy knife or razor, Mall

P. 0. order for amount wanted. Will

send your knives by registered mail.

Address F. M. Jonlin, Ozonl, Texan.
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Don’t Be aWage Slave
  

together?

labor ?

A Personal Word

From the President of the College.

Have you ever thought of going into

business for yourseltl

Then send for my FREE book. It will tell

you how others are enjoying a life of 24r

uryI w lille putting mom-y away in the bunk.

How YOU can not only gain iude ndonco,

but bee benefit to humanity an ehlglily

respected citizen with an income 0! 08,000

to 06,000 a year.

All 1 all: is that on send me the cougon

below (or my FR 2E book. You cent on

decide, in the privacy of your own home

whether you wish to embrace the Oppor

tunltv which i otter you, or whether you

will continue to plod along the balance or

your days slaving tor others.

We TeachYou inYourOwnHome

rofltablo profession in a few months, which will

We can make you master of your own time—

to come and go as you wil -an be nerd and respected citizen, with an income of 08,000 to

“,000 e year. We teach you this pleasant, proiitable profession by mullI right in your own

home at your own convenience, and without interfering with yourpresentduties. It makes

no dli'leronce how old you are any person4|nan orwoman—wlth Just an ordinary common

lilechanoll‘herapy. It is can

A common-sense meth

We can teach you an honorable and

Insure your financial inde dence for lie.

school cdueatinn,oan learn

it is simply drugleea healing.

  

Make $3,000.00 to $5,000.00 a Year

Be a Doctor oi Mechano-Therapy

We Teach You By Mail or In Glass -

Are you tired of working for wages which barely keep body and soul

Have you the ambition to enjoy the profits of your own

To gain social prominence and financial independence? To

go forth among your fellow men with your head up—an honored and

respected citizen of your locality?

THEN SEND FOR OUR FREE BOOK

Entitled “How to Become a Methane-Therapist.” It tells how every man

and woman, with an ordinary, common school education. can acquire a pro

fession within a. few months which will insure financial independence for life.

- ET OUR BOOK—i‘ costs you nothing.  

What Is lloohano-Thsrapy?
ilr'chano-Therapy is the art, or science,

or uniting disease without drugs. It is

eimliar to Osteopathy, but i‘arsuperior. be

ini: tho latest, llD'IO—(llld method of treat

ing (inonso by the Natural Method. ltheals

as Null-IN heals-in accordance with Na

tiiri- >4 laws.

'I m Hechano-Tharaplatls e dragons ph -

rll‘lnn and e bloodless surgeon. is m -

mnw n re not drugs, but sclentliio combina

11mm)! iood,circumstance,idee, waterend

motion.

The ileehauo-There ist is skilled in com

polling the body TO ITS own HEALING

w ith imown force rather than with poison

ous drugs of the old school practitioner.

CAN I LEARN I'I'?
Have you asked yourself this quostionl

We answer, unhesitatingl“. Y .

it you have so much as ordinary,oom

rnon school educatiomyou can learn.

it you have the amb tion to better our

condition-to earn more money—to ve

m to leisure— 'ou can learn.

or does th I require lyeers of patient

ltud to learn lechano- herepy—we can

tone you in a very short time, so that you

may enter this protesslon—and when you

do, you begin to make money. No test

books-re required. beyond those furnished

by us. We su ply all lessons and necessary

text books roe or cost to you. No ep

paratus is used. You do not even need a

lace to work. All you require in your

wo ndl.

J

 

to learn and results are sure.

Wonderiul llonsy - lialtlng

Possibilities

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

No matter what your occupation may be,

Mechenoilherepy others a new field for im

provingdyour soc al and financial condition.

Rundre s of men and women have taken

up Meehano-Tnurapy and many are today

independent and earning big money.

READ WHAT OUR GRADUATES SAY

Statements of our graduates below verii'

every claim we make. What these men aux

women have done you may do. We do not

give addresses of people whose testimonials

we print. It you are interested we turnish

them on request.

Ilale SIG to 3|! Per Day and Work

Seven Days a Week

Dr. W. I. Leslie. I. T.. writt-s. i am making

from 'li) lo 815 a (lay and work seven days a

Inel- I am busy all the time.

lakes $25 to $30 Per Day

P. L. Stout. M. ‘l'. D.. writes: i now make

as high as ‘25 to ‘30 per day. 1 feel that In

lechsno-Thornpy there is financial success ler All

who will put forth the necessary enorly.

$2.80 to $8 tor a Sin In Treatment

I, w, 9 meet, |I|_ 1,, u'r toe: in my year‘s

practice have never given a single treat

ment for less than $2.50 and the most was I6

income ill a Day: Formerly a llaekunlth

W. S. "flclurt writes: The possibilities of the

Iecheno‘Therapists are almost unlimited. The

man whoinrluced ma totahea coursein llechano

Therapy wes formerly a blacksmith with an

ordinary education. Today be is practicing

drugless healing with an average income or .15

per day.

One at our most Sumssiul Graduates,

located in New York City. writes .—l clear“ .8)

above all expenses in (our days“ time.

 

 
oi treating human ills without

dosing the system with poisonous drugs—that's all. We have taught hundreds of men and

women who were formerly clerks—iariners—stenogrepners—telegraph operators—insur

enoe agents—railway employee—in fact, of neerly every known occupation—old men ot

10 years who i‘elt discouraged and hopeless-young men or so years, who never had e

as 's business experience—salaried men.whocould seenothing in the tuture but tobecome

0s crized-lahorlnir men, who never realized that they had within themselves the

ability to better their conditions. Write for our FREE book, which explains ell-today.

 

Out Out This Coupon and Mel! It Today

“FREE 800K

  

SIMPLY Sillll

TllE 00llP0ll

  

Illustrated

XQOQK

' llci“ lo Become A

Methane

   

  

O

  

  

  

AIIRICAI COLL!“ 0F IICIANO-THIRAPY‘

anL III, 180-18! Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill,

GENTLEiiENz- Please send your book, “How to becomes

Mechanoli‘herepist," tree of cost to me.

Try to realise what this opportunity menus To

TOP. it you are contented and willing to

drudge for others all your ll e for smare pit~

times our proposition may not intered you.

But i(you have a. spark of manhood or worn

anhood left—any ambition whatsoever to

im rove your condition socially and linen

‘ Therapist
Seal 10 Any \-:-: .m

I fin“

  

My Name.................... 0|. “Helm m" plenum promulom It "I"

Isis on lsdrposdeattorllfr- It“ so (day—so

VEEl' mson get all the ("tails—Million! '
My Post ............... trf|ublenf¢rl)'",‘. simply sign Gancnd us "

Sand for

thlaloek

Eff-if}

the coupon now.

Alilllill COLLEGE 0F lililllllll-Tllilllfi

om. In, lilo-in Randolph ac. ('hieap, ill.

it. P. i). orBt. ....8tete.......-..

(Write nuns. town and state very plain)
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A FOTY-VOLU

SOCIALIST LIBRARY for $10

  

 

i F:

  

The books in this library are sold separately at fifty

We will send the entire library by express prepaid to

Class Strug 1:5 in America, Simons. A condensed'in

dustrial iistory of the United States, with references

to authorities.

The American Farmer. Simons. The pioneer work on

this subject from the Socialist point of view.

Socialism, Positive and Ne ative, LaMonte. A series

of brilliant essays, full 0 suggestions for thinkers.

Anarchism and Socialism, Plcchanoff. A historical

study of the two movements, with criticisms of the

Anarchist writings.

Evolution. Social and Organic, Lewis. How the evolu

tion theory arose and how Marx applied it to

society.

Ten Blind Leaders of the Blind, Lewis. t‘riticisms of

prominent reformers and theorists.

Vital Problems in Social Evolution, Lewis. Socialist

principles applied to various questions of the day.

The Art of Lecturing, Lewis. A practical handbook for

Socialist speakers, revised and enlargct.

Goethe's Faust. a Fragment of Socialist Criticism.

lIitcli. Shows that even “great” writers are the

product of definite economic conditions.

The Evolution of Man, lloelsclie. Darwin's great

theory explained in simple language with complete

proofs and with pictures of many of the types

throuin which man has evolved.

Germ: of Mind in Plants, France. Facts proving that

plants receive sensations and act on them, just as

people do

The End of

tive forces that the

earth.

The Making of the World, Meyer. Describes the

processes by which a new world grows out of the

wreck of a dead one.

The Triumph of Life, Boelsche. A vivid study of life

in its many forms and of its struggle against adverse

conditions.

will in timt~ end all life on

No such offer was ever possible before.No such offer was ever advertised before.

ago American Socialism had scarcely any literature.

quality.

socialists which otherwise would never have seen the light.

Ten years

Socialist books were scarce, expensive, and of doubtful

Our publishing house has brought the writings of the world‘s greatest socialist writers within the reach

of American readers, and its growth has made possible the publication of many valuable books by American

cents each, postpaid. They are strongly and neatly bound in cloth, and most of them are equal in value to books

sold by capitalist publishers at $1.00 or $1.50 a volume.

It includes the following books:any address on receipt of 810.00.

Origin of the Family. Engels.

man in his sex relations.

Socialism, Utopian and Scientific, Engels.

few indispensable books; explaining how

tionar socialism difl'ers from reforms.

Feuerbac: The Roots of the Socialist Philosophy,

En els. Translated and edited by Austin Lewis.

The omrnunist Manifesto. Mara and En els. The

first and best of socialist platforms. 2 so in the

same volume. No Corn romiee. Liebkiiechi.

Value, Price and Profit, .larx. The classic statement

of the vital things wage-workers need to know about

economics.

Revolution and Counter-Revolution, Marx.

Shows the evolution of

One of the

revolu

Lessons for

present-day rcvnlutionists from the successes and

defeats of I848. .

The Class Struggle (Erfurt Program), Kautsky. What

the Socialists want and how they mean to get it. _

The Social Revolution, Kautsky The world-wide tIlf<

ference between Reform am Revolution clearly ex

plaincd.

Ethics and the Materialist Conception of History,

Kautsky.

Socialism, It: Growth and Outcome, Morris and Bax.

One of the classics; sold until latel' at $1.25.

Social and Philosophical Studies. .afargue. Wh

capitalists are religious and Where the idea of “goo -

ness" came from fully explained.

The Right to Be Lazy and Other Studies. Lafargue.

Caustic satire and clear thinking.

The Evolution of Property, Lafargue. An industrial

history of the world, from savagery to oapitalism.

The Sale of an Appetite, Lafar ue. A realistic story

of modern Paris. showing what wage-workers may

come to. Illustrated.

The Positive School of Criminology. Ferri. A clear

explanation of the modern scientific view of crimes

and criminals.

The World‘s Revolutions, Untermann. A historical study

of past revolutions with a forecast of the one now

beginnin .

Science an Revolution. L‘ntcrmann. Shows that lIlt'

working class has always championed science, while

church and state have opposed it.

The Socialists. Who The Are and What They Stand

For, Spar o. A han book for beginiir-rs.Biographical lJitllen'ioirii of Karl Marx, Liebknccht. The

classic life of Marx, by one of his closest associates.

The Marx He Knew, Spar o. A brief story of Marx's

life for young people. lliistratcd with photographs.

What's So. and What Isn't, Work. All the common

objections to Socialism forcefully answered.

This price is for cash with order.

Life and Death. Teichinann. Ilow and why life. ap

pears, how and why it disappears.

Human, All Too Human: a Book for Free Spirits,

Nietzsche. A rationalistic study of religion and

morals.

Out of the Dump, Mary E. Marcy. A vivid story of

Chicago working people as they really are.

God‘s Children, Aim A story _of what God's mes

sen er saw and did among the palaces and slums

‘ of .ondon.

Socialism for Students, Cohen. An introduction to the

study of socialism, with references for further read

ing.

We do not sell books on installments, and if you order less than forty of the

books at once, the price will be fifty cents each. But if you cannot spare $10 at once we have another offer for you.

For $1.30 we will send the International Socialist Review one year and will mail any TWO of the books named

above. For $2.00 we will send the Review two years and any FOUR of the books. And if YOU are a sub

scriber to the Review, and will find NEW subscribers for us, we will mail you any TWO of the books as your

. premium for each new subscription.

CHARLES H. KERR 8: COMPANY, (Io-operative.

Foreign postage on the Review is 20c to Canada; 36c to other countries.

118 West Kinzie Street, CHICAGO

the World, Meyer. Describes the dcstruc- _'
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